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A1:

Project summary
Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

NewProt

2

One form per project
General information
Project title

An interactive protein engineering portal with validated software and database
facilities

3

Starting date

The first day of the month after the signature by the Commission

4

Duration in months

5

48

Call (part) identifier

6

FP7-KBBE-2011-5

Activity code(s) most
7
relevant to your topic

Free keywords

8

KBBE.2011.3.6-01:
Increasing the
accessibility, usability and
predictive capacities of
bioinformatics tools for
biotechnology applications
protein engineering portal; interactive protein
engineering software; experimental validation of
predictive power of software;
Abstract

9

Two academic groups and eight SMEs who all work on different aspects of protein engineering will collaborate
and produce a website that will consist of a portal with an embedded workbench to provide users a self-service
system for in silico protein engineering. This interactive self-service portal will give users access to a wide
variety of protein engineering facilities and information systems, and will allow them to interactively work with a
comprehensive set of well-documented, well-integrated computational protein engineering tools. The databases
that will be provided will be curated, and the software and protocols will be validated by performing a variety of
protein engineering experiments on a series of enzyme classes. The portal and the interactive workbench will
be freely available, and they will be solidly based in modern information technology. The usability for protein
engineering will be thoroughly experimentally validated.
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A2:

List of Beneficiaries
Project Number

1

289350

Project Acronym

NewProt

2

List of Beneficiaries
Name

Short name

Country

Project entry
10
month

Project exit
month

1

STICHTING KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT

CMBI

Netherlands

1

48

2

ERNST-MORITZ-ARNDT-UNIVERSITÄT GREIFSWALD

EMAUG

Germany

1

48

3

BIO-PRODICT BV

BIOP

Netherlands

1

48

4

ENZYMICALS AG

ENZYM

Germany

1

48

5

YASARA BIOSCIENCES GMBH

YAS

Austria

1

48

6

Ingenza Limited

INGEN

United Kingdom

1

48

7

S.A.F.AN. BIOINFORMATICS - SAS DI PUGLIESE LUISA

SAFAN

Italy

1

48

8

FLUID OPERATIONS AG

FLUID

Germany

1

48

9

LEAD PHARMA HOLDING BV

LEAD

Netherlands

1

48

10

ENANTIS S.R.O

ENANTIS

Czech Republic

1

48

No
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A3:

Budget Breakdown
Project Number

1

289350

Project Acronym

2

NewProt

One Form per Project
Participant
number
in this
11
project

Estimated eligible costs (whole duration of the project)
Participant
short name

Fund.
12
%

Ind. costs

13

RTD /
Innovation
(A)

Demonstration
(B)

Management
(C)

Other (D)

Total
A+B+C+D

Total
receipts

Requested
EU
contribution

1

CMBI

75.0

T

681,600.00

0.00

84,800.00

0.00

766,400.00

0.00

595,000.00

2

EMAUG

75.0

T

880,000.00

0.00

3,000.00

0.00

883,000.00

0.00

663,000.00

3

BIOP

75.0

T

232,800.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

232,800.00

0.00

174,600.00

4

ENZYM

75.0

T

267,200.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

267,200.00

0.00

200,400.00

5

YAS

75.0

F

99,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

99,000.00

0.00

74,250.00

6

INGEN

75.0

T

267,200.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

267,200.00

0.00

200,400.00

7

SAFAN

75.0

T

67,200.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

67,200.00

0.00

50,400.00

8

FLUID

75.0

T

300,800.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

300,800.00

0.00

225,600.00

9

LEAD

75.0

T

33,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

33,000.00

0.00

24,750.00

10

ENANTIS

75.0

T

67,200.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

67,200.00

0.00

50,400.00

2,896,000.00

0.00

87,800.00

0.00

2,983,800.00

0.00

2,258,800.00

Total

Note that the budget mentioned in this table is the total budget requested by the Beneficiary and associated Third Parties.
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* The following funding schemes are distinguished
Collaborative Project (if a distinction is made in the call please state which type of Collaborative project is referred to: (i) Small
of medium-scale focused research project, (ii) Large-scale integrating project, (iii) Project targeted to special groups such as
SMEs and other smaller actors), Network of Excellence, Coordination Action, Support Action.
1. Project number
The project number has been assigned by the Commission as the unique identifier for your project, and it cannot be changed.
The project number should appear on each page of the grant agreement preparation documents to prevent errors during
its handling.
2. Project acronym
Use the project acronym as indicated in the submitted proposal. It cannot be changed, unless agreed during the negotiations.
The same acronym should appear on each page of the grant agreement preparation documents to prevent errors during
its handling.
3. Project title
Use the title (preferably no longer than 200 characters) as indicated in the submitted proposal. Minor corrections are possible if
agreed during the preparation of the grant agreement.
4. Starting date
Unless a specific (fixed) starting date is duly justified and agreed upon during the preparation of the Grant Agreement, the
project will start on the first day of the month following the entry info force of the Grant Agreement (NB : entry into force =
signature by the Commission). Please note that if a fixed starting date is used, you will be required to provide a detailed
justification on a separate note.
5. Duration
Insert the duration of the project in full months.
6. Call (part) identifier
The Call (part) identifier is the reference number given in the call or part of the call you were addressing, as indicated in the
publication of the call in the Official Journal of the European Union. You have to use the identifier given by the Commission in
the letter inviting to prepare the grant agreement.
7. Activity code
Select the activity code from the drop-down menu.
8. Free keywords
Use the free keywords from your original proposal; changes and additions are possible.
9. Abstract
10. The month at which the participant joined the consortium, month 1 marking the start date of the project, and all
other start dates being relative to this start date.
11. The number allocated by the Consortium to the participant for this project.
12. Include the funding % for RTD/Innovation – either 50% or 75%
13. Indirect cost model
A: Actual Costs
S: Actual Costs Simplified Method
T: Transitional Flat rate
F :Flat Rate

Workplan
Tables
Project number

289350
Project title

NewProt—An interactive protein engineering portal with validated software
and database facilities
Call (part) identifier

FP7-KBBE-2011-5
Funding scheme

Collaborative project

WT1

List of work packages
Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

2

NewProt

LIST OF WORK PACKAGES (WP)
WP
Number

WP Title

53

Type of
54
activity

Lead
beneficiary
55
number

Person56
months

Start
month

End
month

57

58

WP 1

Design and implementation of SSP

RTD

8

45.00

1

48

WP 2

Databases and query system

RTD

1

29.00

1

48

WP 3

Software collection, design, and integration

RTD

1

49.00

1

48

WP 4

Sequence analysis and visualisation.

RTD

1

24.00

1

48

WP 5

Structure analysis and visualisation

RTD

1

20.00

1

48

WP 6

Experimental validation

RTD

2

133.00

1

48

WP 7

Management and reporting

MGT

1

9.00

1

48

WP 8

Dissemination and exploitation

OTHER

1

12.00

1

48

Total
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321.00

WT2:

List of Deliverables
Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

NewProt

2

List of Deliverables - to be submitted for review to EC
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
WP
Lead
benefiindicative
number
ciary number person53
months

Nature

62

Dissemination level

Delivery date
64

63

D1.1

SSP framework

1

8

10.00 P

PU

12

D1.2

SSP operational

1

8

10.00 D

PU

24

D1.3

SSP YASARA

1

5

2.00 D

PU

24

D1.4

SSP integrated

1

10

10.00 D

PU

36

D1.5

SSP ready

1

1

13.00 D

PU

48

D2.1

Public
databases

2

1

12.00 D

PU

12

D2.2

Mutation/variant
data

2

3

6.00 D

PU

24

D2.3

Databases ready

2

1

11.00 R

PU

48

D3.1

PMP coupling

3

1

8.00 D

PU

12

D3.2

YASARA View
coupling

3

5

5.00 D

PU

12

D3.3

MRS included

3

1

6.00 D

PU

18

D3.4

WHAT IF
included

3

1

6.00 D

PU

24

D3.5

HOPE included

3

1

8.00 D

PU

36

D3.6

All software in
place

3

1

16.00 R

PU

48

D4.1

HSSP updated

4

1

6.00 R

PU

12

D4.2

HSSP interface

4

1

6.00 R

PU

24

D4.3

HSSP ready +
visualisation

4

3

12.00 R

PU

36

D5.1

YASARA scripts
(few)

5

5

6.00 P

PU

12

D5.2

YASARA scripts
(all)

5

5

6.00 D

PU

24

D5.3

YASARA plug-in

5

5

8.00 D

PU

36

D6.1

Validation year 1

6

2

24.00 R

PU

12

D6.2

Validation year 2

6

2

30.00 R

PU

24

D6.3

Validation year 3

6

2

36.00 R

PU

36

D6.4

Validation year 4

6

2

43.00 R

PU

48

D7.1

6-month report

7

1

0.50 R

RE

6

D7.2

12-month report

7

1

0.25 R

RE

12
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WT2:

List of Deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
WP
Lead
benefiindicative
number
ciary number person53
months

Nature

62

Dissemination level

Delivery date
64

63

D7.3

Periodic report

7

1

0.50 R

RE

18

D7.4

24-month report

7

1

0.25 R

RE

24

D7.5

Periodic report

7

1

0.50 R

RE

30

D7.6

36 month report

7

1

0.25 R

RE

36

D7.7

42 month report

7

1

0.25 R

RE

42

D7.8

Final report

7

1

1.50 R

RE

48

D7.9

Consortium
meeting +
web-pages

7

1

0.60 R

RE

1

D7.10

Consortium
meeting

7

2

0.60 R

RE

12

D7.11

Consortium
meeting

7

1

0.60 R

RE

24

D7.12

Consortium
meeting

7

2

0.60 R

RE

36

D7.13

Consortium
meeting

7

1

0.60 R

RE

48

D7.14

Consortium
agreement

7

1

2.00 R

RE

1

D8.1

Dissemination 1

8

1

2.00 R

PU

18

D8.2

Dissemination 2

8

1

2.00 R

PU

30

D8.3

Dissemination 3

8

1

2.00 R

PU

48

D8.4

Portal

8

1

2.00 D

PU

48

D8.5

Workshop

8

1

4.00 O

PU

30

Total

321.00
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WT3:

Work package description
Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

2

NewProt

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP1

53

Work package title

Type of activity

RTD

Design and implementation of SSP

Start month

1

End month

48

Lead beneficiary number

54

55

8
Objectives

The main objective of WP1 is to create a portal - (called SSP, for Self-Service protein engineering Portal) that will facilitate all NewProt's software, databases, interactive operations, dissemination, and management
activities. The SSP will combine aspects of a classical portal with that of an interactive workbench that enables
simple access to all NewProt resources through a single, homogeneous interface. The SSP will additionally
hold a series of tabs that will facilitate direct access to the databases, software, query systems, protocols,
experimental results, course material, and management tools.
Description of work and role of partners
Introduction
WP1 can be logically divided in two main tasks: 1) Design and implementation of the SSP; and 2) Validation of
the technical aspects of the SSP. These two tasks will have their focal points in year 1 and year 2 of the NewProt
project, respectively. Population and usage of the portal will be the tasks of WP2-5 and WP6, respectively.
Task 1.1. Design and implementation of the SSP framework
The SSP will be designed based on the open source Information Workbench from fluidOps. The SSP will provide
a working environment to easily interact with all produced NewProt resources. To this end, the SSP will hold
tabs for database access (for WP2), software access (for WP3), system facilities (svn access, ftp access,
virtual machine, etc), dissemination (e.g. course material, software documentation) help facilities, and project
management facilities. Users will be able to interactively run NewProt software within the SSP workbench.
Software and databases will be fully interoperable, i.e., users will not need to store in-between results and will
not need to worry about file formats etc. This interoperability requires that all data types will be syntactically and
semantically described (WP2) and that all software that can operate on those data will need to 'know' about
the syntactic and semantic annotations (WP3-5). The use of common standards (RDF, Linked Data, as well
as relevant domain ontologies such as EDAM, OBO and the GO Gene Ontology)) will ensure the semantic
interoperability of data and software. Much of the data and software the partners intend to incorporate in the SSP
already use the SOAP protocol for interoperability and adhere to these common standards and ontologies.
The SSP will be provided as a hosted portal (hosted at the CMBI), but it will be designed such that all partners
can instantiate private copies (e.g. for in-house use) if desired. Two mechanisms will be used for this purpose.
First, all resources (except third party databases) will be kept in the svn version control system, and second, the
whole database and software suite will be made available as a Virtual Machine image that can be instantiated
on private infrastructures (e.g. using VMware) or, if needed, on public clouds (e.g. Amazon EC2). Partner FLUID
will design the SSP keeping in mind that they will be able to include their template based provisioning tools
when, in due time, they deliver technological support to SSP-using industries that request such additions. The
SSP-images will be equipped with an update mechanism that will allow the partners to frequently obtain the
current versions of the entire suite while retaining the state of the user data.
Partners FLUID and CMBI will work together in the first weeks of the project to make a functional design
for the SSP. Partners YAS, BIOP, ENTIS, and SAFAN, and especially SAC member T Schwede (who has
long-standing experience in running portals) will be involved to consult in this task.
Task 1.2. Validation of the interoperability of the SSP with other software
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WT3:

Work package description
One of the goals of the portal is that third parties (i.e. bioinformatics SMEs) can easily use the central portal
to enhance the quality, and thus the value, of their web-based products. The partners CMBI, BIOP, YAS,
and ENTIS will each validate a different aspect of the interoperability of the SSP with their in-house software.
Partners CMBI, YAS, BIOP, and ENTIS have software products that can be of interest to academic and
industrial researchers in protein engineering and drug design Together, these partners are paradigmatic
for anything a bioinformatics software specialist in academia or industry might want to do with the NewProt
products.
Partner CMBI will add a large number of software and database facilities. This process will mainly take place
between months 7 and 24 (after which more time will be spend on improvements steered by the validation
experiments). However, CMBI will keep adding new products throughout the whole period, and will thus
continuously validate the ease of upgrading the SSP.
Partner BIOP produces molecular class specific information systems that hold much information about a class
of molecules. This information is collected, validated, annotated, and computationally enriched. The curated
systems, that are called 3DM systems, are presented at the user as a classical portal system. BIOP does
not distribute any data or software, but BIOP's customers obtain access to their 3DMs at the BIOP computer
systems. BIOP will collaborate with FLUID to achieve a full integration between their molecular class specific
3DMs with the fully generic SSP. 3DM will obtain an in-house copy of the SSP as a virtual machine and it will,
based on advice from partner FLUID, make the SSP and their in-house system fully interoperable. BIOP will
write a detailed report about this integration process. This report will be detailed enough to function as a recipe
for other, non-partner SMEs to produce similar, bi-directional interactivity with the SSP. BIOP will validate that
the SSP can be downloaded and used as a virtual machine and that it can easily be made fully interoperable
with their in-house molecular class specific information systems. This will require full two-way communication
between the systems.
Partner BIOP would like to get fully integrated two-way interoperability with the SSP;
YAS will validate that the results from the CMBI-hosted SSP can easily be transferred to, and used in its
YASARA View software (which implicitly also means that it can be used in its commercial YASARA software).
Details of the YASARA View - SSP interoperability are discussed more extensively in WP5.
ENTIS’ Hotspot Wizard is a software tool that automatically identifies the functional residues for engineering
catalytic properties of enzymes and for estimating their mutability. For this purpose, HotSpot Wizard integrates
several bioinformatics databases (RCSB PDB, UniProt, PDBSWS, Catalytic Site Atlas and nr NCBI) and
computational tools (CASTp, CAVER, BLAST, CD-HIT, MUSCLE and Rate4Site). Structural analyses are
conducted to identify the residues that potentially come into contact with the substrates or products. The
mutability of individual amino acid residues is derived from their conservation level. (HotSpot Wizard: a Web
Server for Identification of Hot Spots in Protein Engineering. Pavelka A, Chovancova E, Damborsky J. 2009
Nucl. Acids Res. 37 W376-W383). Partner ENTIS will validate that the SSP can be used to enhance their
in-house bioinformatics products, but without maintaining a full in-house SSP copy.
So, in summary, partner BIOP will validate full two-way, in-house integration of its (SME) portal with the SSP;
Partner ENTIS will validate that it can actually use obtain information from the hosted SSP to enrich its (SME)
products; Partner YAS will validate that SSP users can directly use its (SME) products; and partner CMBI will
validate that it actually is easy to add its (academic) products to the SSP.
Coordination of WP and tasks:
WP 1: Peter Haase (FLUID)
task 1.1: Peter Haase (FLUID) Design and implementation of the SSP framework (+CMBI, SAFAN)
task 1.2: Zbynek Prokop (ENATIS) Validation of the interoperability of the SSP with other software (+CMBI,
BIOP, YAS, FLUID, LEAD)
Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

10

Participant short name

11

Person-months per participant

1 CMBI

3.00

3 BIOP

2.00

5 YAS

2.00

7 SAFAN

3.00
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WT3:

Work package description
Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

Participant short name

10

Person-months per participant

11

8 FLUID

20.00

9 LEAD

3.00

10 ENANTIS

12.00
Total

45.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Lead
beneficiary
number

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D1.1

SSP framework

8

10.00 P

PU

12

D1.2

SSP operational

8

10.00 D

PU

24

D1.3

SSP YASARA

5

2.00 D

PU

24

D1.4

SSP integrated

10

10.00 D

PU

36

D1.5

SSP ready

1

13.00 D

PU

48

Total

45.00

Description of deliverables
D1.1) SSP framework: At month 12 the complete SSP framework will be ready with most databases and
software incorporated (albeit probably not all functional yet) [month 12]
D1.2) SSP operational: At month 24 all facilities will be in place for all partners to get frequent updates of the
whole SSP, including all facilities. [month 24]
D1.3) SSP YASARA: Demonstration of SSP use by YAS products; and a report about their software activities
required to achieve that interactivity. [month 24]
D1.4) SSP integrated: Demonstration of SSP integration with ENANTIS software and BIOP's information system;
and a report about their software activities required to achieve that integration. [month 36]
D1.5) SSP ready: After month 24 existing facilities will continuously be improved, and new facilities added as a
result of the experimental validation and the interactions with users. New or improved facilities will be available
for use and download immediately after they are finished. Software reports will all be up-to-date. [month 48]
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments

MS1

SSP

8

SSP prototype
completed and running;
12
tested by software
partners.

MS7

Final

1

48
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SSP fully ready,
including all

WT3:

Work package description
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments
documentation and
dissemination facilities,
and a second completed
round of experimental
validation; fully tested by
all partners, SAC, and
external users
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WT3:

Work package description
Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

2

NewProt

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP2

53

Work package title

Type of activity

RTD

Databases and query system

Start month

1

End month

48

Lead beneficiary number

54

55

1
Objectives

To collect all databases relevant for protein engineering, correct and reformat these databases for optimal use,
and to extract from those databases the information relevant for protein engineering purposes.
Description of work and role of partners
Introduction
Very few databases are publicly available that are specifically designed for protein engineering purposes. A
scan through the list of databases in the Nucleic Acid Research journal special volume on databases revealed
only one database that explicitly mentions its protein engineering purposes. However, this same volume lists
many databases that potentially hold great value for protein engineering purposes. Many mutation databases,
for example, are mentioned, and although none of these were designed for protein engineering purposes, most
of them contain information that can be put to use in protein engineering. The variation information in Ensemble,
for example, has great value for protein engineering, despite that it is hidden in an enormous volume of 'other'
information. Mutations in kinases, for example in http://bioinf.uta.fi/KinMutBase/, that are known to cause a
disease in man or mouse can of course very well be attempted in an in vitro mutation study; for one thing, we
know already that that mutation will be accepted otherwise it would never have been detected in man or mouse
in the first place.
Task 2.1. The following two (types of) primary databases will be incorporated and 'processed':
The PDB holds all publicly known protein structures. It is one of the two most important databases for protein
engineering. Unfortunately, a series of reasons cause PDB files to not be optimal for use in a protein engineering
environment. It has been shown (swift.cmbi.ru.nl/gv/pdbreport/) that the PDB holds millions of small and
thousands of large errors many of which can be corrected (www.cmbi.ru.nl/pdb_redo/). We will provide a curated
copy of the PDB that has as many errors removed as is possible (by re-refining both the X-ray and the NMR files
in other, already funded, international projects). However, missing side chains are not an error when they cannot
be seen in the X-ray density, but still, it is better for many applications if the missing side chains are modelled
in (e.g. electrostatic calculations will work considerably better when a charge group is somewhat misplaced
than when that charged group is totally missing). We will for each PDB file provide a completed copy. The PDB
operations will be based on EBI's PISA system that provides natural multimers rather than crystallographic
multimers. From NMR ensembles one copy will be selected that is technically correct and complete, and that is
most representative for the ensemble.
The SwissProt/UniProt protein sequence databases are the other important databases for protein engineering.
These databases are already available at the CMBI including easy to use interfaces, and these facilities will be
fully integrated in the SSP.
Task 2.2. Derived databases
Sequence oriented databases like SwissProt, UniProt, or Ensemble, but also ProTherm and other specialized
systems all hold large amounts of variation data. Natural variants, for example, are useful information to have
available because if a natural variant exists, no computations are needed to know for sure that the mutation will
be accepted by the protein. Partner CMBI will its HOPE software to extract from these sources the variability
data and to make it available to the SSP users.
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The HSSP database (swift.cmbi.ru.nl/gv/hssp/), that holds for every PDB file a multiple sequence alignment
against UniProt, will be newly produced using new and improved software that will be validated by partner BIOP.
This database will be the responsibility of WP4.
Task 2.3. Other database systems
The MRS software suite will be fully integrated in the SSP (using its SOAP interface) so that it can be used
for queries in the primary databases: PDB (and PDB_REDO and other PDB variants), SwissProt, UniProt; in
the secondary databases (DSSP, HSSP, PDBFINDER, etc), and in the derived databases such as the lists of
mutations and variants that will be collected from many sources. The CMBI PDB query system (still based on
SQL but to be converted to RDF) will be made available for advanced structure queries.
Interoperability issues
All databases will be made accessible through SOAP based Web services that will allow users to perform Web
service based queries and retrieval operations. The EDAM ontology will be used for the semantic and syntactic
annotation of these Web services.
Coordination of WP and tasks:
WP 2: Gert Vriend (CMBI)
task 2.1: Maarten Hekkelman (CMBI) Two (types of) primary databases will be incorporated and 'processed'
task 2.2: Gert Vriend (CMBI) Derived databases (+BIOP)
task 2.3: Maarten Hekkelman (CMBI) Other database systems (+FLUID)
Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

Participant short name

10

Person-months per participant

11

1 CMBI

21.00

3 BIOP

6.00

8 FLUID

2.00
Total

29.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Lead
beneficiary
number

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D2.1

Public databases

1

12.00 D

PU

12

D2.2

Mutation/variant data

3

6.00 D

PU

24

D2.3

Databases ready

1

11.00 R

PU

48

Total

29.00

Description of deliverables
D2.1) Public databases: All presently existing databases available at SSP (with MRS search engine). [month 12]
D2.2) Mutation/variant data: Sequence mutation and variant database(s) available at SSP. [month 24]
D2.3) Databases ready: All databases available at SSP and query, browse, retrieval, and inferencing facilities all
in place, operational, and thoroughly checked. [month 48]
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

MS2

Milestone name

Software and databases

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

1

Comments

Software, databases,
visualisation at SSP
24
and running; tested by
experimental partners
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Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

2

NewProt

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP3

53

Work package title

Type of activity

RTD

Software collection, design, and integration

Start month

1

End month

48

Lead beneficiary number

54

55

1
Objectives

Software relevant for protein engineering will be installed and made interoperable. This will mainly involve CMBI
products, several open source packages, and YASARA View.
Description of work and role of partners
Introduction
The software efforts will consist of five main tasks and a series of small activities. The main tasks will be:
Task 3.1; Make WHAT IF options interactively available;
Task 3.2; Put the HOPE molecule-specific data collection software on the SSP;
Task 3.3; Make a connection to the PMP homology modelling portal (with SAC member T Schwede);
Task 3.4; Make YASARA View available and usable for SSP users (with WP5);
Task 3.5; Integrate MRS in the SSP (with WP2).
In principle the responsible researchers can work on these five tasks in parallel, albeit that the actual integration
in the portal can start experimentally around month 6 and in production mode in month 13. All tasks include
ensuring that the software can communicate through the SOAP protocol using XML that complies with the
commonly agreed-on ontologies and standards. Partner CMBI is involved in the SeqAhead COST action
that brings together a large consortium of European bioinformaticians that will coordinate these activities for
sequence related software and databases. The SeqAhead recommendations will be followed in the NewProt
project. The EDAM ontology will be adopted for protein structure data and for computational methods.
Task 3.1. Make WHAT IF options interactively available
The WHAT IF software is for many years the de facto standard in rational protein engineering research,
either directly, or indirectly as integral part of, or supporting tool for other software like, for example, foldx
(http://foldx.crg.es/). WHAT IF has been kept up-to-date for the past decades, and recently it has been fully
incorporated in the YASARA modelling and visualisation software. WHAT IF was designed with a state-of-the-art
1987 user interface that today's scientists consider hard to learn how to operate. The WHAT IF options relevant
for protein engineering will be made more accessible, for example, by collecting them in a YASARA protein
engineering menu, by building Web servers around them, or by making them available as Web services.
Many WHAT IF options will be made callable from the HOPE software (see below). A large series of WHAT
IF options will be made available through the main interactive workbench of the SSP. These will for example
include a series of WHAT_CHECK structure validation options, crystal packing options, and mutability prediction
options. Many of these scientifically complicated options are the result of previous large, collaborative projects;
WHAT_CHECK, for example, was the result of an fifth Framework EU project. The past investments in these
scientific options add up to tens of person years of work. A pilot project performed in the framework of the sixth
Framework EMBRACE NoE showed that making WHAT IF options fully interoperable with other software will be
doable in reasonable time.
Task 3.2. Put the HOPE molecule-specific data collection software on the SSP
The HOPE software (www.cmbi.ru.nl/hope/) is a system designed to be used by medical researchers to get
a molecular explanation for the observed phenotypic effects of a mutation in the human genome. The HOPE
software was designed to explain one single mutation at the time, and is too simple for protein engineering
purposes. HOPE's underlying software that collects all kinds of data for each residue in a protein, however, can
be recycled to make for each protein of interest a simple spreadsheet with massive amounts of elementary data
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for each residue; e.g. HSSP variability, accessibility, rotameric freedom, crystal contacts, DNA/RNA contacts,
ion contacts, active site location, secondary structure, known variants, known variants in homologs, underlying
codons, codon conservation, location relative to splice sites, etcetera. All this data is obtained using Web service
calls to WHAT IF and SwissProt/UniProt, and using DAS servers that were produced in the sixth Framework
BioSapiens project. The HOPE database will be fully integrated in the interactive workbench of the SSP.
The HOPE software contains a decision tree module that employs a simple form of artificial intelligence to
analyse the possible phenotypic effect of point mutations that have been found related to genetic disorders. An
attempt will be made to convert this decision tree module in HOPE to allow it to function as a supervisor system
that analyses the mutations that the SSP user, after using all other SSP facilities, finally decides to make. This
approach, obviously, will have many limitations in terms of experiments for which it will be applicable, but it will
certainly be useful for predicted point mutations. Further applicability needs to be studied.
Task 3.3. Make a connection to the PMP homology modelling portal
Homology modelling is a key process in most protein engineering projects. We will collaborate with the Protein
Model Portal (PMP) group at the Biozentrum in Basel that is headed by T Schwede. T Schwede will also be a
member of the NewProt advisory board to optimize this portal-portal collaboration (and to make NewProt benefit
from his extensive experience in protein modelling, portals, and user interactions). The PMP will be used to
obtain homology models for the NewProt users. Obviously, NewProt users can go directly to the PMP, but by
taking the route through the NewProt portal a) the modeller gets anonymized and b) all administrative problems
such as storage of the model at the NewProt portal will be dealt with automatically c) the user doesn't need to
worry.
The homology modelling procedure will include the possibility to run energy minimisations and (very short)
molecular dynamics simulations with the GROMACS software. All scripts and files necessary to continue
simulations for longer CPU times on in-house computers will be made available to the users. The GROMACS
interface will be based on the WHAG software that is the result of a long-standing collaboration between the
CMBI and the Biozentrum (joint article in preparation).
Task 3.4. Make YASARA View available and usable for SSP users (with WP5)
YASARA View scenes will be produced that allow users to map most data on the structure for visual inspection.
YASARA View can be obtained freely from www.yasara.com, and the SSP will hold a mapping to this download
site. YASARA View will be used as the visualisation engine for nearly all SSP results that are, or map on, 3D
structures. The WHAT IF options that produce output that is suitable for 3D visualisation and that produces
results that cannot be obtained with YASARA View will need to produce output that YASARA View can read,
understand, and convert into visual effects. The operations needed to achieve this interaction must remain totally
hidden for the users.
Task 3.5. Integrate MRS in the SSP (with WP2)
The MRS data collection and database search engine will be used for all keyword driven database searches.
This database query system is simple to use, easy to integrate in other software, very fast and flexible. The
CMBI MRS search engine is providing thousands of queries per day in almost 30 databases. This can easily be
handled by a simple PC. MRS was designed with applications such as integration in systems like a SSP in mind
and all required interoperability facilities are already in-place in the MRS software. MRS does include its own
internal (re-engineered) version of the well-known BLAST database query software. A facility will be added to
MRS' BLAST to flexibly limit the search to proteins from, for example, thermophilic species.
Validation and documentation
All tasks will be followed by validation (both software wise in WP1 to validate the technical aspects and by
mutation experiments in WP6 to validate the scientific aspects of the products), and extensive documentation
(explanation, help facility, course material).
Additional software activities
The SSP will also hold a series of other software packages. These are packages that occasionally might be of
use to protein engineers, but will not be needed routinely. These will not be fully integrated in the SSP (unless
there will be popular demand for such integration), but will be made interactively executable, and downloadable.
The CMBI will be responsible for these installations. Examples are:
The WHAT_CHECK (very extensive) structure validation suite;
The BioMeta database and search engine that, in due time, will provide the most likely metabolite docked
'by homology' in PDB files that hold the structure of a substrate or product analog. BioMeta also provides
sub-structure search facilities for the ligands found in the PDB; sub-structures can be sketched using the JME
software.
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Coordination of WP and tasks:
WP 3: Gert Vriend (CMBI)
task 3.1: Gert Vriend (CMBI) Make WHAT IF options interactively available (+YAS)
task 3.2: Hanka Venselaar (CMBI) Put the HOPE molecule-specific data collection software on the SSP
(+FLUID)
task 3.3: Gert Vriend (CMBI) Make a connection to the PMP homology modelling portal (with SAC member T
Schwede)
task 3.4: Elmar Krieger (YAS) Make YASARA View available and usable for SSP users (with WP5) (+SAFAN)
task 3.5: Maarten Hekkelman (CMBI) Integrate MRS in the SSP (with WP2) (+FLUID, SAFAN)
Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

Participant short name

10

Person-months per participant

11

1 CMBI

39.00

5 YAS

5.00

7 SAFAN

3.00

8 FLUID

2.00
Total

49.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Lead
beneficiary
number

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D3.1

PMP coupling

1

8.00 D

PU

12

D3.2

YASARA View coupling

5

5.00 D

PU

12

D3.3

MRS included

1

6.00 D

PU

18

D3.4

WHAT IF included

1

6.00 D

PU

24

D3.5

HOPE included

1

8.00 D

PU

36

D3.6

All software in place

1

16.00 R

PU

48

Total

49.00

Description of deliverables
D3.1) PMP coupling: Connection to PMP homology modelling portal in place. (All deliverables include extensive
documentation, HELP facilities, and associated course material). [month 12]
D3.2) YASARA View coupling: YASARA_VIEW scripts available for a series of key outputs. (All deliverables
include extensive documentation, HELP facilities, and associated course material). [month 12]
D3.3) MRS included: MRS fully installed and interoperable with PMP, and WHAT IF. (All deliverables include
extensive documentation, HELP facilities, and associated course material). [month 18]
D3.4) WHAT IF included: Most relevant WHAT IF options accessible from SSP. (All deliverables include
extensive documentation, HELP facilities, and associated course material). [month 24]
D3.5) HOPE included: HOPE molecular spreadsheet software operational and integrated. (All deliverables
include extensive documentation, HELP facilities, and associated course material). [month 36]
D3.6) All software in place: All software available interactively, and for downloading. SSP 'ready'. [month 48]
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

MS2

Milestone name

Software and databases

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

1

Comments

Software, databases,
visualisation at SSP
24
and running; tested by
experimental partners
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Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

NewProt

2

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP4

53

Work package title

Type of activity

RTD

54

Sequence analysis and visualisation.

Start month

1

End month

48

Lead beneficiary number

1

55

Objectives
To provide pre-calculated, annotated multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) for all proteins for which the
3D structure is available in the protein structure database, PDB. To provide, on-the-fly, high-quality multiple
sequence alignments for all other sequences and structures not (yet) in the PDB. Additionally, software will be
provided to visualize the (MSAs) and data derived from them in multiple, different ways.
Description of work and role of partners
The HSSP database contains for each PDB file a multiple sequence alignment against the UniProt protein
sequence database. HSSP has been updated weekly for the past 15 years, and despite the growth of both
the PDB and UniProt, the weekly update regime will be maintainable for the foreseeable future, and will be
continued throughout the duration of the NewProt project.
HSSP files hold valuable information because they hold sequence conservation and variability data. HSSP
files also tend to produce better alignments than the often used combination of BLAST and CLUSTAL. The
HSSP software will be rewritten to incorporate a series of novel insights obtained over the past decade (this will
be done in a collaboration with Chris Sander and Reinhard Scheider; the original HSSP authors). The quality
(improvement) will be validated by comparing the HSSP alignments with a series of structure based MSAs
produces by partner BIOP. (It is unfortunately still far too time consuming to produce structure based MSAs for
all PDB files).
The HSSP derived variability information will be mapped on the structure coordinates and made available as
a YASARA View scene (such scenes can be executed directly by the YASARA View version on the user's
in-house computer). In case only very few residue types make up the majority at a certain residue position
(i.e. residue 17 is 72% Asp, 16% Glu and 2% something else), the predicted optimal rotamers for the majority
residue types will be made visible, and correlations between such positions will be detected and made visible.
Additionally, the MSAs will be made available in a series of commonly used formats to ease the in-house usage
with other software packages by the SSP users.
Coordination
WP 4: Henk-Jan Joosten (BIOP)
Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

10

Participant short name

Person-months per participant

11

1 CMBI

12.00

3 BIOP

9.00

7 SAFAN

3.00
Total
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Lead
beneficiary
number

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D4.1

HSSP updated

1

6.00 R

PU

12

D4.2

HSSP interface

1

6.00 R

PU

24

D4.3

HSSP ready + visualisation

3

12.00 R

PU

36

Total

24.00

Description of deliverables
D4.1) HSSP updated: HSSP updated with new improved, and calibrated alignment software. [month 12]
D4.2) HSSP interface: A HSSP visual interface that provides tools to visualise variability and conservation.
[month 24]
D4.3) HSSP ready + visualisation: HSSP interface extended with visualisation options for a) correlated
mutations; b) multimer- and crystal-contacts; and c) observed or predicted ligand binding contacts. [month 36]
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments
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Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

2

NewProt

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP5

53

Work package title

Type of activity

RTD

Structure analysis and visualisation

Start month

1

End month

48

Lead beneficiary number

54

55

1
Objectives

To provide an interface for the visualisation of protein structures, predicted and observed mutations,
protein-protein and protein-ligand interactions, and other computational results produced by SSP software.
Description of work and role of partners
This WP logically separates into two tasks. First, the incorporation of YASARA View functionality in the SSP, and
second, the access to SSP functionality from within YASARA View.
Task 5.1. YASARA View in the SSP
YASARA View is a freely available molecular modelling and visualization software that has been distributed
by YASARA Biosciences GmbH since 2003 at www.yasara.com. There are currently >20000 registered users,
many of whom decided to support YASARA development by switching to one of the higher (commercial)
stages with additional features (like molecular simulations). For the purpose of the SSP, the free YASARA View
provides all the functions needed, and YASARA Biosciences GmbH has granted permission to include the
software in any virtual machine distributed by the NewProt project.
The SSP will often need to visualize residues coloured by characteristics such as mutability, conservation, or
involvement in protein-protein and protein-ligand contacts. While this could in principle be achieved with any
molecular graphics software, the SSP will also require advanced visualisations that extend far beyond simple
colouring and styling. These will include side-chain rotamers, cavities, surfaces, electrostatic potentials etcetera.
In Task 1, we will develop open source YASARA scripts that create these visualizations on the fly, and output
them either as ray-traced images (for display on the SSP website) or as annotated YASARA scene files. When
the user clicks on such a hyperlinked YASARA scene, it will be opened in his/her local YASARA View to provide
a fully immersive, photorealistic environment for detailed analysis.
Some of the results obtained from the various SSP software packages may have to be processed or converted
before they can be visualized. This will hold mainly for WHAT IF results. Partner CMBI will, with advice from
partner YAS, perform this task. The order in which WHAT IF calculations will be made YASARA scene friendly
will be determined by the (experimental) partners who will use the WHAT IF facilities at the SSP.
Task 5.2. SSP results in YASARA (View)
As mentioned in the introduction, the SSP will not only provide interactive access via a web browser, but also
support automatic access via a SOAP interface. To demonstrate the use of this interface, partner YASARA will
develop an open source Python plug-in for YASARA View, that integrates SSP functionality directly into the user
interface. This permits users to query the SSP from within YASARA View, while analyzing their protein structure
of interest, without having to open a browser window in parallel. This principle has already been successfully
applied to include a large number of external web services into YASARA View: structural alignments using CE,
MultiProt, and SHEBA, mutant analysis with FoldX, the PDBFINDERII database, visualization of conserved
surface residues with ConSurf, or molecular class-specific information systems (MCSIS).
Coordination of WP and tasks:
WP 5: Peter Haase (FLUID)
task 5.1: Elmar Krieger (YAS) YASARA View in the SSP (+CMBI)
task 5.2: Elmar Krieger (YAS) SSP results in YASARA (View) (+CMBI, SAFAN)
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Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

Participant short name

10

Person-months per participant

11

1 CMBI

12.00

5 YAS

5.00

7 SAFAN

3.00
Total

20.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Lead
beneficiary
number

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D5.1

YASARA scripts (few)

5

6.00 P

PU

12

D5.2

YASARA scripts (all)

5

6.00 D

PU

24

D5.3

YASARA plug-in

5

8.00 D

PU

36

Total

20.00

Description of deliverables
D5.1) YASARA scripts (few): YASARA View scripts in place for a few options (Task 1) [month 12]
D5.2) YASARA scripts (all): YASARA View scripts in place for all options mentioned in all WPs (Task 1) [month
24]
D5.3) YASARA plug-in: YASARA View plug-in in place to use SSP functionality directly (Task 2). [month 36]
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments
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Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

2

NewProt

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP6

53

Work package title

Type of activity

RTD

Experimental validation

Start month

1

End month

48

Lead beneficiary number

54

55

2
Objectives

WP6 will be responsible for the experimental validation of the predictions made by the SSP software.
Additionally, WP6 will reflect on the user-friendliness of the SSP.
Description of work and role of partners
Introduction
WP6 will experimentally validate mutation predictions made with the SSP software and with BIOP's 3DM
systems. The primary aim of these experiments is validation of the in silico predictions to the extent that the
software and protocols can be improved using the validation results. WP6 has as secondary aim the actual
production of improved enzymes.
The partners in WP6 will aim at different aspects of experimental validation. Partner EMAUG will provide its
extensive knowledge in protein engineering in general as support to all three experimental SMEs. ENZYM,
INGEN, and LEAD will use the SSP to tailor-design the proteins, which are of key interests to them, hence
partner ENZYM will concentrate on transaminases and Baeyer-Villiger-monooxygenases (BVMO); partner
INGEN will focus on aminotransferases, amine oxidases, and carboxylic acid reductases; while partner LEAD
will base its in-house ongoing drug-design related protein engineering efforts on SSP results and will provide
feedback on the outcome of those experiments.
Validation planning
EMAUG will use the bioinformatics tools available from the SSP and from BIOP to further accelerate the
development of enzymes for biocatalysis. This will be performed for enzymes from the α/β hydrolase fold
super-family where they aim for the inter-conversion of enzyme activities, e.g. convert an epoxide hydrolase
into synthetically useful dehalogenases. Novel 3DM-systems will be developed for different enzyme families to
further expand the research in this area to enable the identification of further useful transaminases, transferases,
BMVO, oxidases, and reductases with respect to substrate range, enantioselectivity, and stability.
This will require very extensive planning of the mutagenesis experiments based on the information derived
from the SSP software and BIOP's 3DM systems guided prediction of possible sites within the enzyme classes
studied. Thus, a postdoc will provide information to the bioinformatic groups (e.g. sequence and structure data
for α/β hydrolase fold enzymes, transaminases, transferases, BMVO, oxidases, reductases) to ensure that
high quality data is fed into the bioinformatic tools. Information for mutagenesis derived from the SSP/BIOP
platforms will then be used for experimental verification. This requires substantial experimental work and
hence the postdoc and a PhD student will be responsible for the establishment of functional expression of the
target proteins in a suitable microbial host (i.e. E. coli), the creation of the mutant libraries by molecular biology
methods, the choice and establishment of high-throughput assays to screen the libraries, the identification of hit
mutants with improved performance. Next, best hits are verified in biocatalysis reaction using standard analytical
tools (i.e. gas chromatography, HPLC) and subjected to preparative scale reactions. This is also requires
chemical synthesis of substrates and the establishment of methods for the separation of substrate/product
enantiomers to determine optical purity of the variants and/or methods to verify other properties such as
thermostability using e.g. CD-spectroscopy. As usually several improved variants are obtained in one round of
protein engineering, best hits are combined and again experimentally validated. In addition, the results obtained
from these experimental verifications will be used to feed back the information to the bioinformatic groups
to further refine the software tools. This eventually will led to new predictions and the protein engineering /
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biocatalysis cycle will be run through again. Keeping in mind the various enzyme classes to be studied within the
consortium and the substantial experimental work, considerably more labor forces are required for WP6.
Thus, in close cooperation with partners 1, 3, and 5 targets for biocatalysis will be identified for the different
enzyme classes. Bioinformatics information will be used by partners 2, 4, and 6 to design, create, and analyze
mutant libraries. The best hits thus identified experimentally in the laboratory will be biochemically characterized
to confirm predictions and their applicability in biocatalysis. This will be performed in close collaboration between
the academic partner 2 and the experimental SMEs to take advantage of the high-throughput screening facilities
and the protein engineering knowledge at EMAUG.
Validation task 6.1.
Enzymicals will use the protein engineering SSP to tailor-design its biocatalyst on emerging issues. The primary
focus will be on activity, selectivity and/or stability of transaminases and Baeyer-Villiger monooxygenases.
Secondary targets are adjustments of the substrate spectra of representative catalysts from these two classes.
Predicted mutations are compared with results of other available tools and selected positions are transferred
to rational or evolutionary protein design. The obtained experimental results will be used to validate and refine
the prediction tools and helps to understand the enzyme mechanisms. Improved variants will be used for
the company’s catalogue business and incorporated in the in-house biocatalytic toolbox for the production of
fine-chemicals.
Validation task 6.2.
Ingenza will use the software tools available from the SSP and from BIOP for two particular classes of
experiments. First the focus will be on the activity, selectivity, and thermostability of amino-transferase and
carboxylic acid reductase enzyme super-families. These experiments will mainly use the multiple sequence
alignment based tools. BIOP 3DM systems will be used to generate the experimental designs. Partners 1, 3,
and 6 will carefully analyse the quality of these predictions and partner 3 will use this as input to a round of
improvement of the software (and perhaps the science) they use for the production of 3DM systems. It takes
partner BIOP days till weeks to produce one 3DM system. This is too big an effort in terms of CPU usage to
be made freely available, so that EMBL's HSSP system (that is nowadays maintained by partner CMBI) will be
used on the SSP for the same multiple sequence based purposes. HSSP alignments can be produced much
faster than 3DM systems but will be less accurate. Partners 1 and 3 will carefully analyse the quality of HSSP
based predictions and will try to improve the HSSP alignment system further, if possible, and if improvements
will not unreasonably increase the CPU time efforts. The expected limitations of the predictions will be clearly
documented (in collaboration with partner 7).
Ingenza will (need to) stabilize a few of its target enzymes. For this purpose they will use both the multiple
sequence alignment based stability prediction techniques that are part of BIOP's 3DM system, and they will
use the 'classical' protein structure and energy calculation based WHAT IF methods that will be incorporated in
the SSP. The experimental results will be carefully analysed and these analyses will be made available to the
users of the SSP. The experimental results will obviously also be used to generate ideas for better algorithms,
protocols, or parameterisations for the prediction of stabilizing mutations.
Validation task 6.3.
LeadPharma performs protein engineering experiments in many of its drug-design related projects. LeadPharma
will not perform specially designed experiments for the purpose of SSP validation, but they will rather use the
SSP as a normal tool in their in-house experimental design, and they will, in close consultation with partner 7
(SAFAN) report back to the NewProt team all its experiences. LeadPharma will be responsible for the validation
of the SSP in a pharmaceutical (drug design) context.
Iteration
Prediction and validation need to iterate continuously. WP6 will therefore continuously communicate with WP2-5.
It is envisaged that most exchange of NewProt staff between the partner's labs will be related to this iteration
process.
Coordination of WP and tasks:
WP 6: Uwe Bornscheuer (EMAUG)
task 6.1: Ulf Menyes (ENZYM) Validation task 1 (+EMAUG)
task 6.2: Ian Archer (INGEN) Validation task 2 (+EMAUG)
task 6.3: Luisa Pugliese (SAFAN) Validation task 3 (+LEAD)
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Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

Participant short name

10

Person-months per participant

11

2 EMAUG

84.00

4 ENZYM

23.00

6 INGEN

23.00

9 LEAD

3.00
Total

133.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Lead
beneficiary
number

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D6.1

Validation year 1

2

24.00 R

PU

12

D6.2

Validation year 2

2

30.00 R

PU

24

D6.3

Validation year 3

2

36.00 R

PU

36

D6.4

Validation year 4

2

43.00 R

PU

48

Total

133.00

Description of deliverables
D6.1) Validation year 1: Validation report describing experiments in the first year. [month 12]
D6.2) Validation year 2: Validation report describing experiments in the second year. [month 24]
D6.3) Validation year 3: Validation report describing experiments in the third year. [month 36]
D6.4) Validation year 4: Validation report describing experiments in the last year. [month 48]
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

MS3

Milestone name

Validation round 1

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments

2

SSP publicly available
and tested by all
24
partners, SAC, and
external users

MS4

Validation round 2

2

Experimental verification
fostered further
SSP development;
36 first examples of
successful application
in experimental protein
engineering

MS5

Validation round 3

2

48

2nd generation of
engineered enzymes
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments
available; expanded to at
least one further enzyme
class

MS6

Production

4

Ingenza & Enzymicals
market or use
48
protein-engineered
enzymes
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Work package description
Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

2

NewProt

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP7

53

Work package title

Type of activity

MGT

Management and reporting

Start month

1

End month

48

Lead beneficiary number

54

55

1
Objectives

WP7 concerns the coordination of the project by the coordinator (CMBI), who is assisted by a Project
Management Office, a scientific management team, and a Scientific Advisory Committee). Together, they take
care of the management of contractual, financial, legal, administrative, and scientific issues.
Description of work and role of partners
Introduction
Management of NewProt will be particularly easy as all partners have in the past already collaborated -formally
or informally- with at least one other partner, so many partners already know each other well. Additionally, the
activities proposed for the NewProt project are core activities for each of the partners, and the main research
topic for all the non-management workpackages is the core activity for the coordinator of that WP. Nevertheless,
even under these ideal conditions management must be structured so that scientific enthusiasm gets properly
channelled into milestones, deliverables, products, and scientific progress.
This work package is a main task of partner 1 (CMBI). CMBI has longstanding hands-on expertise in the
management of EU Framework projects. A dedicated project manager will be available to the project. The
project manager will be assisted by experienced legal and financial officers from the Radboud University
Nijmegen. Close collaboration will be sought with the scientists, and the legal and financial officers from the
other participating organisation since all of them need to be actively involved in this work package, especially
when drafting the consortium agreement and when reporting to the Commission.
Partner 2 (EMAUG) will assist the coordinator in the management of the experimental activities.
Management issues
The CMBI employs a dedicated manager for financial management, licensing activities, and project
management. This manager (P van Woensel) will ensure that all researchers responsible for certain deliverables
get reminded in time for the deliverables to be made available in time to the NewProt partners and to the
Commission. He will also be responsible for helping the partners (especially the smaller SMEs) with their
financial responsibilities and for the financial contacts with, and reporting to the Commission.
The main vehicle for the management activities will be the SSP. In the restricted section of the SSP a section
will be made where all deliverables and their deadlines will be listed (only available to the NewProt partners and
the Commission). The coordinator (G Vriend) will be responsible for regular monitoring of progress in all WPs so
that timely delivery of all deliverables can be achieved, and that solutions can be sought early in cases where
progress seems to fall behind schedule.
Management tasks
Details of the management of the NewProt project are provided in section 2 of this proposal, WP7 provides the
main management activity lines and lists the formal responsibilities and deliverables. The management can be
logically decomposed into four tasks: legal issues, scientific and general management, financial planning and
reporting, and scientific reporting.
Task 7.1. Management of legal issues
The management of legal issues includes dealing with the grant agreement, and dealing with the consortium
agreement. The latter includes IP considerations and secrecy agreements with regard to the experimental
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partners modified protein products and must thus be dealt with before the start of the project. The coordinator
will draft this agreement in close collaboration with the legal advisors of the partners for which secrecy and IP
are an issue (ENZYM, INGEN, BIOP).
Task 7.2. Scientific and general management
Scientific and general management issues of the NewProt project are detailed in section 2 of this proposal.
These activities include: organisation of the annual consortium meetings and meetings of the scientific
committee, involvement of Scientific Advisory Board, communication with and between the partners,
communication with the European Commission, and monitoring of progress, milestones, and deliverables.
Task 7.3. Financial planning and reporting
This task includes preparing the budget for the consortium, receipt of the EU payments and proper distribution
among the participating organisations, coordination and composition of periodic and final financial reports for the
EC, control of all project finances.
Task 7.4. Scientific reporting
The scientific reporting task will include obtaining reports from Work Packages leaders and the subsequent
coordination and composition of periodic and final activity reports to the Commission, coordination of the
necessary reporting activities between the workpackages, and monitoring and when necessary coordinating or
stimulating all possible dissemination activities.
Coordination of WP and tasks:
WP 7: Gert Vriend (CMBI)
Task 7.1: Gert Vriend (CMBI) Management of legal issues (+ENZYM, INGEN)
Task 7.2: Gert Vriend (CMBI) Scientific and general management (+EMAUG)
Task 7.3: Peter van Woensel (CMBI) Financial planning and reporting
Task 7.4: Barbara van Kampen (CMBI) Scientific reporting (All partners involved)
Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

Participant short name

10

Person-months per participant

11

1 CMBI

3.00

2 EMAUG

3.00

3 BIOP

1.00

4 ENZYM

1.00

6 INGEN

1.00
Total

9.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Lead
beneficiary
number

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D7.1

6-month report

1

0.50 R

RE

6

D7.2

12-month report

1

0.25 R

RE

12

D7.3

Periodic report

1

0.50 R

RE

18

D7.4

24-month report

1

0.25 R

RE

24

D7.5

Periodic report

1

0.50 R

RE

30

D7.6

36 month report

1

0.25 R

RE

36
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Lead
beneficiary
number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D7.7

42 month report

1

0.25 R

RE

42

D7.8

Final report

1

1.50 R

RE

48

D7.9

Consortium meeting + web-pages

1

0.60 R

RE

1

D7.10

Consortium meeting

2

0.60 R

RE

12

D7.11

Consortium meeting

1

0.60 R

RE

24

D7.12

Consortium meeting

2

0.60 R

RE

36

D7.13

Consortium meeting

1

0.60 R

RE

48

D7.14

Consortium agreement

1

2.00 R

RE

1

Total

9.00

Description of deliverables
D7.1) 6-month report: 6-month management report [month 6]
D7.2) 12-month report: 6-month management report [month 12]
D7.3) Periodic report: Periodic report for month 18. Including scientific and financial report. [month 18]
D7.4) 24-month report: 6-month management report [month 24]
D7.5) Periodic report: Periodic report for month 30. Including scientific and financial report. [month 30]
D7.6) 36 month report: 6-month management report [month 36]
D7.7) 42 month report: 6-month management report [month 42]
D7.8) Final report: Final report for month 48. Including scientific and financial report. [month 48]
D7.9) Consortium meeting + web-pages: Kick-off meeting Additionally, the consortium web-pages will be
finalized in this meeting with respect to the non-SSP acpects [month 1]
D7.10) Consortium meeting: Consortium meeting [month 12]
D7.11) Consortium meeting: Mid-term meeting, might be held a bit closer to month 30, if needed. [month 24]
D7.12) Consortium meeting: Consortium meeting [month 36]
D7.13) Consortium meeting: Consortium meeting [month 48]
D7.14) Consortium agreement: Consortium agreement [month 1]
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments
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Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

2

NewProt

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP8

53

Work package title

Type of activity

OTHER

Dissemination and exploitation

Start month

1

End month

48

Lead beneficiary number

54

55

1
Objectives

Dissemination and exploitation of the fruits of the NewProt consortium
Description of work and role of partners
Introduction
The dissemination plan of NewProt contains a series of lines of activities that are summarized in figure 3.2
in section B and are detailed in the subsequent paragraphs. The dissemination consists of implicit activities
such as publications, patents, conference participation, etc that are such an integral aspect of everyday
science that they are not explicitly budgeted in terms of man-months. Additionally, NewProt will perform explicit
dissemination activities such as organizing workshops, setting up a project portal, and produce documentation
for dissemination through the SSP protein engineering portal.
Implicit dissemination activities
Publications: Publications in peer-reviewed journals are the common medium for disseminating academic
research. With 200 publications (most on protein engineering in the wider sense) each, the two academic
professors have proven their skills in this respect, and it is highly likely that they will continue publishing
prolifically.
(Inter-)national meetings: Many of the NewProt partners are used to frequently visit (inter-)national meetings.
Some of the SME partners entirely rely on meetings to find customers for their products. Partner EMAUG has
in the past organized a conference in Greifswald entitled "Protein Design and Evolution for Biocatalysis" and
plans to organize such a meeting again within this EU project with special focus on bioinformatics in protein
engineering.
Patents: All experimental results acquired within NewProt will be verified for possible patent application by the
partners with the SMEs as leading partners. All SMEs and EMAUG have already filed several patents in the
past. Detailed IP issues will be negotiated between the inventors including specific rules applying to Universities
and SMEs. These negociations are part of the management WP.
E-learning: Partner CMBI has recently started a series of E-learning activities and has obtained the hardware
and software required to set-up truly multi-media E-learning courses. These facilities will be made available to
the NewProt project partners.
Longevity: The CMBI has a long-standing tradition in keeping products alive till long after their initiating projects
(see, for example, A series of PDB related databases for everyday needs. R Joosten, T te Beek, E Krieger,
M Hekkelman, R Hooft, R Schneider, C Sander, G Vriend. Nucl. Acid. Res. 2011 39 D411-419). Some of the
projects described in this article were initiated in the EU's third and fourth frameworks. It is envisaged that the
SSP will similarly be maintained long after the NewProt project ended. The software and databases that will be
incorporated in the SSP will be selected/designed with longevity in mind as one of the requirements.
As said, these implicit dissemination activities take place anyway and do not require additional (budgettable
efforts).
Explicit dissemination activities
NewProt partners will perform a series of NewProt-specific dissemination activities. These are listed here, and
are subdivided in two tasks: information distribution and education.
Dissemination task 1. Information distribution.
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Reaching out to specific communities
We will produce (and place prominently on the SSP) a series of texts that are aimed at the general public,
bioinformaticians, wet lab protein engineers, industry, students, journalists, and policy makers. The FP6 NoE
EMBRACE successfully used this formula (http://www.embracegrid.info/) and a similar approach will be used
for the NewProt project. The CMBI houses NBIC, the Dutch national bioinformatics organisation. NBIC functions
in the Netherlands similar to SIB in Switzerland, or the EBI for Europe. The NBIC outreach office also aids the
dissemination activities of its associated scientists in projects in which the NBIC contribution is minimal. Some of
the CMBI matching personnel is paid by NBIC, so that they will be interested to aid with dissemination activities
like press releases.
International interactions
Partner CMBI has a series of formal and informal collaborations with the EBI, and visits the EBI four till six times
per year. These contacts will be used to ensure that many opportunities to place the NewProt project in a wider
context will become known to the NewProt project (for example through the EBI's industry / SME programmes).
Access to the EBI's network of European bioinformaticians, academic and industrial alike, will certainly widen the
NewProt dissemination options.
A special international activity will be the collaborative efforts joint with the two other Protein engineering related
projects in the work programme topic KBBE.2011.3.6-01: BioPreDyn and BIOLEDGE. This collaboration will
consist of broad and timely exchange of data and information. Specifically, a joint workshop for young scientists
is foreseen in the domain of integrative bioinformatics and computational biology for industrial biotechnology.
Dissemination task 2. Education.
Courses and workshops
The CMBI has a long tradition in teaching the bioinformatics of protein engineering in a selective bachelor course
for chemistry and molecular life sciences students. This one month course has always been open for external
students and researchers, and indeed we commonly have a few non-Radboud university participants. In the
framework of the NewProt project we will strongly emphasize this possibility.
The CMBI will set-up a two-day workshop 'Using bioinformatics tools in protein engineering'. This workshop
will be organized at least once per year, starting in the second year of the NewProt project. The main aim
of this workshop is to augment the help pages on the SSP with hands-on exercises. The whole course,
including teacher notes, etc., will be made freely available through the SSP and the CMBI educational pages
(http://swift.cmbi.ru.nl/teach/).
Partner EMAUG organized courses (lectures and experiments) on protein engineering in Lithuania and more
recently in Greifswald. EMAUG will present this course again in 2012 (and perhaps again in 2014) with the
inclusion of more bioinformatics aspects.
Many of the SME partners have indicated willingness to participate in the academic educational activities as
teacher, but they have also requested that some of their personnel can participate as pupils.
The CMBI routinely organizes 5-10 bioinformatics courses each year that in majority deal with topics that are
relevant for the NewProt partners. These courses will be open for NewProt partners (especially for the young
scientists likely to be hired in this project), and this will be announced at the 'activities' section of the NewProt
portal. Similarly, partner EMAUG organizes a protein engineering course roughly once per year. For these
courses the same arrangement will be made.
WP 8: Coordinator: G Vriend (CMBI) (+EMAUG)
task 8.1: Gert Vriend (CMBI) Information distribution (+EMAUG)
task 8.2: Celia van gelder (CMBI) Educational activities (+EMAUG)
Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

10

Participant short name

Person-months per participant

11

1 CMBI

12.00
Total
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Lead
beneficiary
number

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D8.1

Dissemination 1

1

2.00 R

PU

18

D8.2

Dissemination 2

1

2.00 R

PU

30

D8.3

Dissemination 3

1

2.00 R

PU

48

D8.4

Portal

1

2.00 D

PU

48

D8.5

Workshop

1

4.00 O

PU

30

Total

12.00

Description of deliverables
D8.1) Dissemination 1: 4 articles submitted that mention NewProt Portal ready and containing dissemination
facilities for a series of target audiences 2 international workshops organized NewProt partners have been
present at 5 international workshops / conferences [month 18]
D8.2) Dissemination 2: 2 more articles submitted that mention NewProt eLearning facilities available through
the portal 1 more international workshop organized NewProt partners have been present at 3 more international
workshops / conferences [month 30]
D8.3) Dissemination 3: 5 more articles submitted that mention NewProt 5 patents filed 2 more international
workshops organized NewProt partners have been present at 8 more international workshops / conferences
[month 48]
D8.4) Portal: The portal will be used to store results, to communicate among partners and with the Commission,
etc. This portal is NOT the SSP, but rather is just a well organized summary of all relevant documents. the Portal
will be in place before the opening meeting and will be maintained by the coordinator throughout the duration of
the NewProt project. [month 48]
D8.5) Workshop: Together with BioPreDyn and BIOLEDGE a joint workshop for young scientists is foreseen in
the domain of integrative bioinformatics and computational biology for industrial biotechnology. This workshop is
planned to take place around month 24. [month 30]
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments
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List of Milestones
Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

NewProt

2

List and Schedule of Milestones
Milestone
59 Milestone name
number

WP number

MS1

SSP

WP1

MS2

Software and
databases

MS3

Validation round 1

MS4

MS5

MS6

MS7

Validation round 2

Validation round 3

Production

Final

53

Delivery date
60
from Annex I

Lead beneficiary number

Comments

8

SSP prototype completed
12 and running; tested by
software partners.

WP2, WP3

1

Software, databases,
visualisation at SSP
24
and running; tested by
experimental partners

WP6

2

SSP publicly available
24 and tested by all partners,
SAC, and external users

2

Experimental verification
fostered further SSP
development; first
36
examples of successful
application in experimental
protein engineering

2

2nd generation of
engineered enzymes
48 available; expanded to at
least one further enzyme
class

4

Ingenza & Enzymicals
market or use
48
protein-engineered
enzymes

1

SSP fully ready, including
all documentation and
dissemination facilities,
and a second completed
48
round of experimental
validation; fully tested by
all partners, SAC, and
external users

WP6

WP6

WP6

WP1
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Project Number

1

289350

Project Acronym

2

NewProt

Tentative schedule of Project Reviews
Review
Tentative Planned venue
65
timing
of review
number

Comments, if any

RV 1

12 Nijmegen

Project reviews will take place together with the annual
meetings. These reviews will be performed by the
advisory board.

RV 2

24 Nijmegen

Project reviews will take place together with the
annual meetings. These reviews will be performed by
the advisory board. The second RV will also be the
midterm review.

RV 3

36 Nijmegen

Project reviews will take place together with the annual
meetings. These reviews will be performed by the
advisory board
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Project Effort by Beneficiary and Work Package
Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

NewProt

2

Indicative efforts (man-months) per Beneficiary per Work Package
Beneficiary number and
short-name

WP 1

WP 2

WP 3

WP 4

WP 5

WP 6

WP 7

WP 8

Total per Beneficiary

1 - CMBI

3.00

21.00

39.00

12.00

12.00

0.00

3.00

12.00

102.00

2 - EMAUG

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

84.00

3.00

0.00

87.00

3 - BIOP

2.00

6.00

0.00

9.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

18.00

4 - ENZYM

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

23.00

1.00

0.00

24.00

5 - YAS

2.00

0.00

5.00

0.00

5.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

12.00

6 - INGEN

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

23.00

1.00

0.00

24.00

7 - SAFAN

3.00

0.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

12.00

8 - FLUID

20.00

2.00

2.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

24.00

9 - LEAD

3.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.00

0.00

0.00

6.00

12.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

12.00

45.00

29.00

49.00

24.00

20.00

133.00

9.00

12.00

321.00

10 - ENANTIS
Total
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Project Effort by Activity type per Beneficiary
Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

NewProt

2

Indicative efforts per Activity Type per Beneficiary
Activity type

Part. 1
CMBI

Part. 2
EMAUG

Part. 3
BIOP

Part. 4
ENZYM

Part. 5
YAS

Part. 6
INGEN

Part. 7
SAFAN

Part. 8
FLUID

Part. 9
LEAD

Part. 10
Total
ENANTIS

1. RTD/Innovation activities
WP 1

3.00

0.00

2.00

0.00

2.00

0.00

3.00

20.00

3.00

12.00

45.00

WP 2

21.00

0.00

6.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.00

0.00

0.00

29.00

WP 3

39.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.00

0.00

3.00

2.00

0.00

0.00

49.00

WP 4

12.00

0.00

9.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

24.00

WP 5

12.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.00

0.00

3.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

20.00

WP 6

0.00

84.00

0.00

23.00

0.00

23.00

0.00

0.00

3.00

0.00

133.00

87.00

84.00

17.00

23.00

12.00

23.00

12.00

24.00

6.00

12.00

300.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Research
2. Demonstration activities
Total Demo

3. Consortium Management activities
WP 7

3.00

3.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9.00

Total Management

3.00

3.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9.00

WP 8

12.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

12.00

Total other

12.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

12.00

102.00

87.00

18.00

24.00

12.00

24.00

12.00

24.00

6.00

12.00

321.00

4. Other activities

Total
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Project Number

289350

1

Project Acronym

NewProt

2

Project efforts and costs
Estimated eligible costs (whole duration of the project)
Beneficiary
number

Beneficiary
short name

1

CMBI

2

Effort (PM)

Personnel
costs (€)

Subcontracting
(€)

Other Direct
costs (€)

Indirect costs
OR lump sum,
flat-rate or
scale-of-unit (€)

Total costs

Total
receipts (€)

Requested EU
contribution (€)

102.00

403,000.00

0.00

76,000.00

287,400.00

766,400.00

0.00

595,000.00

EMAUG

87.00

474,000.00

3,000.00

76,000.00

330,000.00

883,000.00

0.00

663,000.00

3

BIOP

18.00

140,500.00

0.00

5,000.00

87,300.00

232,800.00

0.00

174,600.00

4

ENZYM

24.00

137,000.00

0.00

30,000.00

100,200.00

267,200.00

0.00

200,400.00

5

YAS

12.00

77,500.00

0.00

5,000.00

16,500.00

99,000.00

0.00

74,250.00

6

INGEN

24.00

137,000.00

0.00

30,000.00

100,200.00

267,200.00

0.00

200,400.00

7

SAFAN

12.00

37,000.00

0.00

5,000.00

25,200.00

67,200.00

0.00

50,400.00

8

FLUID

24.00

183,000.00

0.00

5,000.00

112,800.00

300,800.00

0.00

225,600.00

9

LEAD

6.00

15,625.00

0.00

5,000.00

12,375.00

33,000.00

0.00

24,750.00

10

ENANTIS

12.00

37,000.00

0.00

5,000.00

25,200.00

67,200.00

0.00

50,400.00

321.00

1,641,625.00

3,000.00

242,000.00

1,097,175.00

2,983,800.00

0.00

2,258,800.00

Total
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1.

Scientific and/or technical quality, relevant to the topics addressed by the call

1.1

Concept and objectives

Introduction
Protein engineering is employed in fields as diverse as animal nutrition, aquaculture, crop
production, biofuels, biopharmaceuticals, food and beverages, household care, leather and textile,
waste water solutions, and through chemical biology in the production of high-value chemical
compounds. In recent years chemical biology has gained prominence. Chemical biology is the
branch of general protein engineering that is concerned with the use of modified enzymes for the
production of interesting, high-value chemical compounds.
Protein engineering has been a research topic for more than 25 years, and throughout this
period theory and application have gone hand-in-hand. The NewProt partners intend to keep
working in this tradition in that they want to integrate and develop protein engineering software and
databases in a regime that includes rigorous and continuous experimental validation. The NewProt
project reflects on the KBBE.2011.3.6-01 call "Increasing the accessibility, usability and
predictive capacities of bioinformatics tools for biotechnology applications". The NewProt
partners intend to bring together the combined skills of two prominent academic protein
engineering labs and eight SMEs with a high profile in a wide variety of complementary protein
engineering branches to produce a self-service portal (SSP) for protein engineering software and
databases. Predictive technologies will be experimentally validated. Software and databases will
as much as possible be free or open source. The NewProt team has been carefully selected to
consist of teams that provide the highest quality work in their area of expertise, and the areas of
expertise that come together are highly complementary. All partners (academic and SME alike) will
benefit from a well-functioning SSP. The academic partners are already used to always give public
access to their results, but in NewProt also all SMEs have business models that flourish by
openness.
Concepts
Two academic groups and eight SMEs who all work on different aspects of protein engineering will
collaborate and produce a website, called SSP, that combines a portal with an interactive
workbench to provide users a self-service system for in silico protein engineering. SSP will give
users access to a wide variety of protein engineering facilities and information systems, and will
allow them to interactively work with a comprehensive set of well-integrated computational protein
engineering tools. The databases that will be provided will be curated and the software and
protocols will be experimentally validated. The portal will be solidly based in modern information
technology and its usability for protein engineering and for use by software providers will be
thoroughly validated.
Measurable objectives
The three main, measurable NewProt objectives are 1) the design and implementation of the
actual portal with workbench; 2) the comprehensive suite of fully interoperable, well-documented
software, databases, and information system; and 3) the experimental results of the mutation and
design experiments that will be executed to validate the software.
Objective 1 is the design and implementation of the SSP that will be a portal with an
embedded interactive workbench. The SSP will give users interactive access to the in silico protein
engineering facilities. The SSP will become simple to install and simple to maintain, yet solidly
rooted in modern information technology. The SSP will be provided as a virtual machine that can
be installed by the push of a button by the partner SMEs and later by other industries too. It will
also be made possible to embed SSP elements in commercial and academic third party portal
systems.
Objective 2 will be an installation at the SSP of a comprehensive set of fully interoperable,
well documented, and easy to use software and data facilities for in silico protein engineering.
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Objective 3 will be the experimental validation of all aspects of the SSP. Mutation prediction
facilities will be experimentally validated. The validation results will be used to both improve the
quality of the software and protocols and to document the possibilities and limitations of the
software methods.
The validation experiments will additionally enable the protein engineering of synthetically
useful enzymes and the engineered biocatalysts will be marketed by the SMEs Ingenza and
Enzymicals. NewProt thus provides both SMEs with highly efficient tools to ensure an excellent
and competitive standing in their business areas.
The final product of the project will be a series of experimentally validated well-documented protein
engineering software facilities and protocols that will be made available for interactive use at a
portal with an embedded workbench, called SSP, that is solidly rooted in modern information
technologies. The SSP will be hosted at the CMBI, and will be freely accessible. The whole SSP
will be made such that it can be downloaded for hosting and for in-house usage by third parties.
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1.2

Progress beyond the state-of-the-art

Introduction
Protein engineering, today, knows three major roads to success. So-called rational protein
engineering approaches normally are based on a combination of common knowledge with protein
structure analysis software, simulation techniques, and three dimensional visualisation. The
second approach, the so-called evolutionary approaches are essentially a random mutagenesis
followed by screening or selection ('directed evolution') of desired variants. The third approach
relies on selection of proteins from the wide range of species for which the genome has been
sequenced.
Rational engineering
So-called rational protein engineering approaches are based on a combination of common
knowledge with information that either is extracted from the analysis of a multiple sequence
alignment and, when available, the protein's structure or homology model. Energy based
computational methods are often included and so is three dimensional visualisation and
interaction. Rational methods have shown value for improving the stability of proteins, for
redesigning parts of proteins, but their applicability in modifying the activity and specificity of
enzymes has been limited.
Evolutionary methods
Numerous methods for library creation (i.e. error-prone PCR, mutator strains, DNA shuffling) and
identification of the best hits (i.e. using phage technology, cell sorting by FACS, microtiterplatebased screening) have been developed in the past decade. One major limitation in directed
evolution approaches is the huge library size due to the tremendous sequence space (for example,
20200 possible combinations for an enzyme composed of 200 amino acids). Researchers have tried
to reduce the library size by applying focused directed evolution such as CASTing or ISM in which
only a few positions are randomized simultaneously, but this can considerably affect the quality of
the hits. The third approach relies on selection of proteins from the wide range of species for which
the entire genome has been sequenced. This approach either involves direct selection of whole
proteins, or the selected proteins can be used to extract ideas for mutations that can be applied to
another protein. In addition, the recent 'omics' revolution has produced large numbers of
miniaturisation and high throughput technologies that can be used well for the screening and
selection that are integral aspects of evolutionary approaches.
Selection
Recently, the huge reservoir of (nucleotide or protein) sequences deposited in public databases
derived from genome sequencing and metagenome sequencing opens the possibility for a novel
approach in protein engineering: the use of bioinformatics tools to identify not only novel – yet
uncharacterized – enzymes, but especially to identify differences or similarities in protein superfamilies. This information can be used to create highly specifically designed 'small-but-smart'
libraries taking advantage of the effect that natural evolution over billions of years leads to the
incorporation of beneficial mutations in the progeny of every organisms and hence in the proteins
they produce. Thus, substantially smaller libraries have to be created and the success rate of
finding hits – improved biocatalysts, or more general proteins, with desired properties – is
substantially higher. The major key to make this approach working is the availability of easy to use
bioinformatics tools to extract the required information from sequence databases.
State of the art, and beyond: software
In situations where the underlying theory is still immature researchers tend to opt for evolutionary
or other random techniques. In case where the underlying concepts are well understood and the
theory has been worked out with sufficient detail, rational approaches are often applied too. Active
site engineering still is difficult from a theoretical point of view, so this class of protein engineering
still relies largely on random approaches, and especially on random approaches that use smallbut-smart libraries which design is guided by massive sequence analyses. Making a protein
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thermostable, on the other hand, is theoretically well-understood, and can often be approached
through rational approaches.
Rational protein engineering approaches
rely heavily on simulations and other
computational techniques, and many
Figure 1.1. Set-up of the NewProt project. The
computer programs have been described
software partners will design, implement, populate,
over the years that provide support in this
and maintain the SSP self-service portal that has
field. Unfortunately, the aspiring protein
an embedded interactive workbench. All predictive
engineer will need to struggle his way
tools will be experimentally validated. Users can
through a large series of software packages
interact with the portal in several interactive and
that either must be locally installed, or
user-friendly ways.
remotely executed on a large series of Web
servers that all typically use different
interfacing styles. To protein engineering
SMEs this often provides a hurdle that is hard to take. The SSP will alleviate this problem by
making available a large number of protein engineering facilities in a homogeneous, welldocumented, and fully interoperable way. Additionally, all portal and workbench technology,
software, and databases will be designed with server provisioning as a future possibility in mind.
This will immediately make all facilities easily downloadable for researchers who prefer to do the
work behind a firewall on their in-house computers, and will at a later stage
allow for much more powerful dissemination. Figure 1.1 indicates schematically how NewProt’s
SSP is intended to carry biotechnology possibilities beyond the state of the art.

State of the art, and beyond: validation
In preparation for writing this proposal we analyzed all articles published in 2010 in the journal
"Protein Engineering, Design, and Selection". We were struck by the fact that the materials and
methods sections normally were rather extensive when dealing with the actual process of cloning,
purification, and experimental testing, but that the paragraph on the bioinformatics aspects often
consisted of only a few lines explaining which software was used to build the homology model or to
select the locations where mutations could be made. Additionally, the results and conclusion
section rarely reflected on the quality of the underlying software predictions. The NewProt partners,
in contrast, will systematically experimentally validate the predictive power of the in silico protein
engineering facilities through a series of activity, selectivity, and stability engineering experiments
that will be performed in an iterative cycle with software optimisation. The software will suggest
mutations and the validation will suggest software improvements.
In their selection of databases, software packages, tools, and information systems the
NewProt partners will be guided by the WWW of protein engineering: Where, Which, and Why;
Where should mutations be made; What mutations should be made; and Which mutations should
be made at that position or those positions. The first two Ws, for Where and Which, will often come
together, and are sufficient for most industrial applications. The third W, for Why, will be needed to
efficiently go through the iterative steps of experimental validation and software and protocol
improvement.
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Aim

State of the art/ status
quo

Produce
a
Protein
Engineering portal

No integrated software
exists yet for this
purpose

Integrate
commercial
and academic software
in the portal

Software
and
data
integration for protein
engineering
is
nonexistent in the portaldriven way intended by
NewProt
Little has been published
on protein engineering
validation yet

Validate
protein
engineering software

Measure
for
improvement
over
current reference level/
Expected outcome
The sheer existence of
the SSP, at some
moment in time, is the
clearest
indicator
of
success.
The full interoperability
of WHAT IF, MRS,
HOPE, YASARA, 3DM,
and Hotspot Wizard is
the indicator of success.
Three
rounds
of
experimental validation
of mutation prediction
software will illustrate the
value of this concept
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Performance/
Research
indicator
(e.g. milestones or
deliverables)
D1.1 - D1.5
M1,7

D2.1-2.3
D3.1-3.6
D4.1-4.3
D5.1-5.3
M2
D6.1-6.4
M3,4,5,6
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Innovation
The innovative aspects of the NewProt proposal include three main aspects: 1) a large series of
existing, and newly designed in silico protein engineering facilities will be brought together in one,
comprehensive, well documented, easy to use system that can be used freely and will be freely
distributed; 2) protein databases will be brought together, curated, and prepared for optimal use in
the in silico protein engineering environment; 3) the in silico protein engineering facilities will be
tested experimentally, and the experimental results will both serve to improve the software
methods and to illustrate the possibilities and limitations of these in silico protein engineering
facilities.
The innovation potential of the NewProt proposal spreads far beyond the NewProt project
and NewProt partners. A large series of FP7 calls will require access to good in silico protein
engineering facilities to achieve the goals set by the Commission. These projects and their
partners (academic and industrial alike) will be able to put the NewProt SSP to use to achieve their
own goals in terms of innovation. The effects will be felt directly in the areas of protein engineering,
biotechnology, and biocatalysis as new enzymes designed by this bioinformatics-driven approach
will be created in the process of the experimental validation that will be marketed by the SMEs.
Both biocatalysis companies hence have direct access to the most recent software tools required
in modern protein engineering. They can apply these tools to their in-house developments and
processes, and they can market the enzymes (variants) as well as produce chemicals by applying
the biocatalysts available within the NewProt consortium. Neither of the experimental SMEs
(Enzymicals, Ingenza) has the knowledge nor the capacity for such a bioinformatics approach. In
turn, the bioinformatics SMEs learn from the academic and the experimental SMEs about the most
important issues in the development of suitable biocatalysts and also profit from the partners
knowledge within the consortium.
1.3

S/T methodology and associated work plan

The NewProt efforts will all revolve around the protein engineering self-service portal, called SSP.
The SSP will hold a large series of software,
database, and information facilities. Table 1,
to the left, lists a low-detail summary; details
are provided in WP2-5. The SSP will be used
for most dissemination activities, for the
distribution of software and databases, and
for all NewProt management activities. The
SSP will include interactive workbench
facilities. All facilities will become fully
interoperable which will allow for easy to use
yet powerful predictive and analytic protein
engineering possibilities. The design of the
SSP will get the highest priority in the first 12
months of the project.
The ‘software and database partners’ will in
the first 12 months prepare a comprehensive set of their own protein engineering software
products for installation at or coupling to the SSP. They will work on the curation of commonly
used, freely available databases and prepare these for installation (installation implies full
integration and interoperability).
The ‘experimental validation partners’ will in the first 12 months select a series of protein
engineering (and chemical biology) targets that they will use for validation of the predictive
capabilities of the available software packages, and they will set-up everything needed for
engineering these proteins.
After the initial 12 months the partners will run the iterative regime shown in figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2. The iterative cycle of protein engineering.
The cycle can start at each position: Software
generates ideas that can be experimentally validated,
while lab work generates questions that can be
answered with software. The cycle will lead to
improved software, improved protocols, improved
proteins, and thus to improved science in general.
Like most first generation bioinformatics software,
much protein engineering software suffers from an
interface designed for specialist leading to a steep
learning curve. The NewProt partners will make sure
that all software will be easy to use, will have good explanations and help-facilities, and that
supervisor systems will provide aid for the optimal use of those software products. The latter will be
especially important for small research groups and SMEs that cannot afford a large bioinformatics
department that can solve computer software usage problems for them.
In summary, the NewProt partners will design the first comprehensive protein engineering
self-service portal, called SSP, that will be of benefit to all researchers in this field, but most to
those who do not have a large in-house bioinformatics department. The SSP will be solidly based
on modern portal and work-flow technology to allow for flexible usage, maintenance, distribution,
and dissemination.
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Gantt chart to indicate the time planning and dependencies

Figure 1.3. Low detail Gantt chart for the NewProt project. The project will start with the design
and implementation of the SSP portal with embedded interactive workbench. While this is ongoing,
the software partners prepare their products for incorporation in, or coupling to the SSP. This
incorporation/coupling can start in month 6 and will, for existing products, be ready around month
18. The experimental partners will during the first 12 months prepare for the experimental
validation (get clones, vectors, protocols, etc., worked out). It is envisaged that the experimental
partners can start using the SSP after month 12 so that the experimental validation can start at full
speed soon after month 12. The software partners will throughout the duration of NewProt keep
working on the overall improvement of their products. Dissemination activities such as software
documentation, education, publishing, etc., will continue throughout the duration of NewProt.
Figure 1.4. gives a more detailed summary of the time table.

Figure 1.4.
Gantt chart to indicate the flow of the NewProt project and workpackage dependencies. The six
non-management WPs each are represented by two bars. The top-bar (with yellow background
boxes) gives a description of the sub-tasks of the WP that are to be performed in that period. The
bottom-bar (with white background boxes) lists the partners involved, per partner the time
investment in months (if this is 3 months or more), and in square brackets the total investment in
months.
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Risks and associated contingency plans
Upon the design of this proposal and the selection of the team of partners involved great care has
been taken to maximise the possibilities for success. All partners are beautifully complementary in
terms of their goals for/with NewProt, but for each crucial activity several partners already have
experience in that field. NewProt knows three single points of failure: 1) not obtaining an interactive
workbench; 2) not being able to get MRS incorporated in the SSP; and 3) not being able to
visualize results with YASARA View.
The partners responsible for the three crucial elements (FLUID, CMBI, and YAS,
respectively) all have shown in the past in similar project environments that they can perform their
respective tasks well.
FLUID has made many portals already, several of which containing interactive elements that, seen
from a software point of view, are similar to the NewProt tasks. In case of delays with the
implementation of the SSP either the MRS portal, or the BIOP 3DM portals can be temporarily
used to ensure that the other activities will not be delayed.
The MRS software has already been included in a series of other packages, most
noticeably the HOPE package that will be a part of NewProt too, and the intensively used
GPCRDB portal (www.gpcr.org). In case of problems with the MRS-SSP coupling, the MRS
software can be used in its presently existing form. This is not an elegant solution, but it will work
so that in case of emergency the project will not be delayed in other aspects.
The YASARA View software has already been incorporated in the 3DM portals of partner
BIOP, so incorporation in the SSP is not a totally new experiment, but an extension of existing
technology. In case of delays with the SSP-YASARA View coupling, YASARA View can be used
stand-alone using files that can be downloaded from the SSP. Again, not an elegant solution, but a
good insurance against delays in other NewProt aspects.
The coordinator (G Vriend) has been coordinating the EMBRACE FP6 Network of Excellence that
was directed towards Europe-wide interoperability of bioinformatics software and databases. In this
project the theory for such interoperability was worked out (www.embracegrid.info), and this theory
was applied in a series of projects. The key EMBRACE project from a NewProt point of view was
making WHAT IF available through Web services (WIWS: a protein structure bioinformatics Web
service collection. M Hekkelman, T te Beek, S Pettifer, D Thorne, T Attwood, G Vriend.
Nucl.Acid.Res. 2010 38 W719-723) that adhere to accepted ontologies (EDAM) and
interoperability standards (SOAP, XML). Vriend's EMBRACE experience will be made available to
the NewProt project. Vriend will continue the EMBRACE technology watch workpackage in the
wider context of the ESFRI bioinformatics infrastructure project Elixir (and if funded Rubies).
In terms of experimental validation the risks, of course, are failing experiments. Protein engineering
is an experimental technique that today still frequently presents us with unpleasant surprises.
However, the NewProt team comprises three highly experienced teams (EMAUG, ENZYM,
INGEN) that all have shown in the past that they are excellent protein engineering groups that
produce modified proteins easily, quickly, and reliably. Furthermore, as several different enzyme
classes will be studied within NewProt, the risks are also spread over the different protein
engineering tasks. It is very unlikely that the protein engineering targets for the different enzymes
and properties (activity, selectivity, stability) will not be achieved at all.
Many of the partners have in the past collaborated as is indicated by the large number of
publications that hold authors of more than one partner lab. The existing excellent human relations
and the fact that the NewProt activities are a core activity for each partner make us feel confident
that all NewProt goals will be met in a timely fashion.
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2.

Implementation

2.1

Management structure and procedures

Organisational structure and decision-making procedures of the NewProt project
In the NewProt project, ten consortium members will collaborate. An organisational structure has
been designed for effective management of the NewProt project and is schematically represented
in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Management structure of the NewProt project.
Project Coordinator
The Project Coordinator, Gert Vriend, is the intermediary between the Commission and the
Consortium as well as the supervisor of the overall progress of the project. Gert Vriend is a full
professor at the Centre for Molecular and Biomolecular Informatics (CMBI) of the Radboud
University Nijmegen. He has been involved as project leader and principal researcher in many
national and international research projects; most recently as a participant in the FP6 NoE
Biosapiens (www.biosapiens.info) and as a coordinator in the FP6 NoE EMBRACE
(www.embracegrid.info). Gert Vriend has a long history of successful scientific collaborations, and
more than 80% of the articles from his group are collaborations with other, often experimental
groups of which many work in protein engineering. Based on this experience and network, he will
efficiently and transparently coordinate this collaborative project.
Tasks: The Project Coordinator shall be responsible for chairing the General Assembly and for
taking all actions needed for proper decision making. He will monitor that the consortium members
comply with their obligations; make sure that all necessary information is provided to all consortium
members; coordinate the preparation and submission of the scientific and financial reports to the
European Commission and handle the financial contribution according to the EC-guidelines. In
order to achieve this all, he will be assisted by a Project Management Office.
Project Management Office (PMO)
The Project Management Office will be composed of the coordinator, a project manager, a financial
officer and a legal officer and will be responsible for the overall management of the consortium
(WP7). RUNMC, the coordinators’ organisation, has ample experience in the management of EU
projects.
Tasks: The NewProt Project Management Office is established by and based at RUNMC and is
responsible for the day-to-day management of the project, including drafting the consortium
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agreement, the coordination of all research activities as well as the management of administrative,
financial and contractual obligations, and the coordination of the project activities. Furthermore, the
PMO will assist and facilitate the work of the General Assembly.
General Assembly
The General Assembly is the ultimate decision-making body of the consortium and shall consist of
one representative of each partner organisation, and the project manager. Each General Assembly
member shall be deemed to be duly authorized to act on behalf of his/her organisation. Each
General Assembly member has one vote.
Tasks: The General Assembly is in charge of the execution of the project and will focus on
integration of scientific efforts. The members will monitor all activities towards the objectives of the
NewProt project in order to reach the milestones and fulfil the deliverables. To achieve this, the
members will collect information at least every 6 months on the progress of the project and if
necessary prepare modifications of the consortium work plan. Furthermore, the General Assembly
will be involved in the organization of consortium meetings, preparation of scientific and financial
reports, preparation of press releases, and all other dissemination activities.
Decisions: The General Assembly shall meet at least every 6 months (alternating in-person and by
telephone), unless the interest of the project requires intermediate meetings. Proper decision
making procedures according to the Grant Agreement and the Consortium Agreement
(convocation, agenda, minutes, quorum and voting rules) will be ensured. Each General Assembly
member has one vote. Ordinary and extraordinary meetings of the General Assembly Board shall
constitute a quorum if more than two thirds of the Parties are present or duly represented by proxy.
In general a simple majority of the voting representatives of those Parties in attendance is required.
For decisions relating to the accession of new Parties and the exclusion of a Party other rules
apply (which will be detailed in the Consortium Agreement). In case of a deadlock the Coordinator
will have two votes. Urgent decisions may be taken via teleconference, and/or via E-mail at the
request of the Coordinator or other partners if none of the partners has reasonable objections to
this way of deciding.
The coordinator will chair the meetings of the General Assembly; Prof. Dr. U Bornscheuer will
serve as vice-chairman of the consortium, able to chair any consortium meeting and General
Assembly meeting in absentia of the coordinator.
NewProt consortium members
The NewProt consortium consists of 10 participating members, representing 10 institutes /
organizations.
Tasks: The tasks of these members will be defined by the terms and conditions of the Grant
Agreement (the rights and obligations of the participants towards the Commission) and the
Consortium Agreement (the rights and obligations of the participants towards one another).
NewProt Workpackages leaders
To facilitate the management of the NewProt project, the work is structured in Workpackages, each
of which has its own designated Workpackage leader (WP leader). The WP leaders are in charge
of the implementation of the Work Package that they coordinate. The WP leaders report during the
General Assembly meetings, where the progress will be discussed. It is the responsibility of the
WP leaders to organise a conference call every three months to monitor the progress of the work
in their Work Package. Also in-person meetings can be organised if deemed necessary.
Scientific Advisory Board
Prominent scientists representing key aspects of the NewProt proposal will be invited to participate
in the Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) of NewProt. The SAC will initially consist of three
people (listed in Table 2.1).
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TV Borchert, senior director of the Protein Optimization unit at Novozymes A/S, has more than
20 years of experience in applied protein engineering. He has co-authored more than 40 scientific
papers in the field and holds more than 40 issued patents/patent application. Novozymes A/S is
the largest producer of industrial enzymes in the world and with more than 30 launched
engineered proteins on the marked, clearly a leading company in the utilization of protein
optimization technology. Novozymes interacts with numerous academic groups specialized in
protein engineering and has been an active member and coordinator of several EU projects.
T Schwede, head of bioinformatics at the Biozentrum in Basel, Switzerland. His department
runs the PMP protein modelling portal. He was recently the judge for the homology modelling
section of the CASP bi-annual world-wide structure prediction competition. With more than 20
years experience in protein structure bioinformatics, and extensive experience with bioinformatics
service providing and user interfaces, T Schwede's participation in the SAC will be a valuable
asset to the NewProt project.
JM van der Laan is Principal Scientist Protein Engineering at the DSM Biotechnology Center in
Delft, the Netherlands. He has more than 20 years experience in the field of protein engineering in
an industrial environment. DSM is an international manufacturing company active in nutrition,
pharma, performance materials, polymer intermediates, and base chemicals and materials. Within
the DSM Biotechnology Center more than 400 professionals in molecular genetics, bioinformatics,
applied biochemistry, engineering, analytics, fermentation and down-stream processing develop
innovative products and services for food, feed, health, pharma, and white biotechnology.
Table 2.1. Initial three members of the Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC).
Tasks: The Scientific Advisory Committee will ensure a high standard of research and monitor the
progress of the project. Whenever appropriate, the consortium will consult the SAC for
recommendations to improve the performance of the consortium. In addition, individual members
of the advisory committee will be included actively as advisors in specific components of the
research. Jan Metske van der Laan from DSM, for example, wrote: "More efficient methods for
enzyme improvement are crucial for DSM to fulfil its ambitions towards a more bio-based and more
sustainable product portfolio. The development of a stable protein engineering workbench which
has been extensively validated by experiments does coincide with the desire in industry to have
more robust and more predictable workflows in the field of protein engineering. In DSM’s opinion
the membership of the Scientific Advisory Committee is an ideal means to challenge the priorities
and activities in the project in the light of industrial demands, boundaries and last but not least
opportunities in order to have at the end of the project a product that has really added value in
every day’s protein engineering practice". This quote nicely summarises the reasons for, and
value of having a SAC.
Project management
The management of the NewProt project is the main task of the Project Management Office
(PMO). The PMO will meet monthly or more frequently, as required by the activities of the project.
In the Consortium Agreement the processes and operating procedures within the consortium will
be described.
The NewProt Project Management will have the following tasks:
•
Management of communication
•
Organisation of meetings
•
Project reporting
•
Financial control and reporting
Management of communication
Intensive communication is instrumental for the success of a collaborative project. There needs to
be a balanced ratio between local communication in the workpackages and at the steering level.
To ensure adequate communication, a communication structure as shown in Figure 2.2 has been
designed.
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Figure 2.2. Organogram for the
NewProt communication. G Vriend will
coordinate the communication between
the in silico partners. U Bornscheuer will
coordinate the communication between
the experimental groups. Two members
of the PMO (P van Woensel and B van
Kampen) will facilitate the coordination
of the communication. The dashed line
indicates a permanent high level of
communication between these partners.

Moreover, the project website (SSP) will
contain a password-protected area (for
communication between the project
partners).
Organisation of meetings
The PMO will be in charge of the organisation of all meetings of the General Assembly as well as
the annual consortium meetings. This includes convocation of the meeting and circulating the
agenda in time (as to be determined in the Consortium Agreement), selection and organisation of
the meeting venue, catering and hotel accommodation, preparation of minutes and monitoring of
action points from meetings.
Project Reporting
The PMO will be responsible for the organisation of the reporting by preparing templates to be
completed by the partners. Furthermore the PMO will make sure that the report is prepared within
the timelines set by the European Commission.
Financial control and reporting
The PMO will be in charge of managing the finances of the NewProt project, including:
• The distribution of the EC (advance) payments to the partners according to the budget and
consortium agreement
• Supporting all partners with issuing Form Cs and obtaining Certificates on Financial
Statements in due time, this all in close cooperation with the administration departments of the
involved parties and with the financial officer at the European Commission if necessary
• Report on financial issues as required by the reporting guidelines
• Coordination and monitoring of payments to the project parties
• Monitoring costs versus budgets on an annual basis
Summary
We believe that the limited complexity of the NewProt project, combined with the extensive
management experience of the two academic PIs in EU and other projects and the fact that the
overall coordinator (G Vriend) has already coordinated several EU projects in the past, make this
management structure the optimal solution. Additionally, many of the participants have in the past
collaborated with each other in bilateral or larger combinations. This fact that will further enhance
the certainty that this communication based project management structure is optimal for NewProt
success.
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2.2

Beneficiaries

Partner 1. Gert Vriend (CMBI); Centre for Molecular and Biomolecular Informatics; Radboud
University in Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
The CMBI is the largest bioinformatics department in The Netherlands, and is among the larger
ones in Europe. It comprises six research groups that focus on bioinformatics of protein structure,
bacterial bioinformatics, genome comparison, in silico drug design, systems biology, and
genomics. Partner CMBI will coordinate the project and do the scientific coordination of the
software aspects of NewProt. The CMBI will produce the bulk of the databases and software in the
SSP, and will be involved in all software related WPs.
Gert Vriend is the director of the CMBI and the PI of the protein structure bioinformatics
group. Vriend has published more than 200 articles, most of which are related to protein structure
bioinformatics, protein engineering, protein mutations, and bioinformatics methods and
interoperability. His WHAT IF software has been the de facto standard for protein engineering labs
for decades. One of his articles has been listed in a Nature perspective among the twenty hallmark
articles in the history of protein engineering (Protein engineering 20 years on. JA Brannigan, AJ
Wilkinson, Nature Reviews Molecular Cell Biology 2002, 3, 964-970). Vriend still develops new
technologies and writes his own software. Most recently he made available some fifty WHAT IF
options as freely accessible Web services (M Hekkelman, T te Beek, S Pettifer, D Thorne, T
Attwood, G Vriend; WIWS: a protein structure bioinformatics Web service collection. Nucl. Acids
Res. 2010 38 W719-723). Vriend has extensive experience in organising large national and
European projects. He most recently was outreach coordinator of the FP6 NoE EMBRACE that
has made most European bioinformatics software packages and databases fully interoperable. He
also organised bioinformatics in The Netherlands by founding NBIC (Dutch national equivalent of
SIB in Switzerland, or the EBI in Europe).
Maarten Hekkelman is the CMBI's senior software engineer. He designed the heavily used MRS
software. He maintains a series of databases that are widely used in protein engineering research
(A series of PDB related databases for everyday needs. R Joosten, T t Beek, E Krieger, M
Hekkelman, R Hooft, R Schneider, C Sander, G Vriend. Nucl.Acid.Res. 2011 39 D411-D419)
Celia van Gelder is the CMBI education coordinator. She will aid the partners with the organisation
of the courses that are planned in the NewProt project.
Jules Kerssemakers is a PhD student who has recently started his four-year PhD project with as
topic 'protein - metabolite interactions'. This work will flow into the NewProt project.
Peter van Woensel is the CMBI manager. He will be a member of NewProt's PMO.
Barbara van Kampen is the CMBI office manager. She will assist G Vriend and P van Woensel.
3DM: systematic analysis of heterogeneous superfamily data to discover protein
functionalities. R Kuipers, H Joosten, W v Berkel, N Leferink, E Rooijen, E Ittmann, F v
Zimmeren, H Jochens, U Bornscheuer, G Vriend, V dos Santos, P Schaap. PROTEINS 2010 78
2101-2113.
Homology modelling and spectroscopy, a never-ending love story. H Venselaar, R Joosten, B
Vroling, C Baakman, M Hekkelman, E Krieger, G Vriend. Eur. Biophys. J. 2010 39 551-563.
Correlated mutation analyses on super-family alignments reveal functionally important
residues. R Kuipers, H Joosten, E Verwiel, S Paans, J Akerboom, J vd Oost, N Leferink, W v
Berkel, G Vriend, P Schaap. PROTEINS 2009 76 608-616.
MRS: a fast and compact retrieval system for biological data. M Hekkelman, G Vriend. Nucl.
Acid. Res. 2005 33, W766-769.
Rational engineering of enzyme stability. V Eijsink, A Bjork, S Gaseidnes, R Sirevag, B
Synstad, B vd Burg, G Vriend. J. Biotechnol. 2004 113 105-102.
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Partner 2. Uwe Bornscheuer (EMAUG); Dept. of Biotechnology & Enzyme Catalysis at the
Institute of Biochemistry at Greifswald University.
EMAUG is a large, well-known protein engineering lab with experience in a broad range of enzyme
engineering techniques (e.g. directed evolution; cloning, expression, purification, and
characterisation of enzymes; chiral analysis) and protein engineering applications (e.g. the design
or optimisation of enzymes for the modification of fatty acids, synthesis of pharmaceutically
interesting compounds, or sugar and detergent production). Partner EMAUG will be responsible for
the scientific coordination of the experimental validation experiments (WP6) and will assist the
coordinator with the overall project management (WP7).
U Bornscheuer has published 240 original articles and is inventor in >30 patent
applications. In 2008, he was awarded the prestigious 'Biocat Award' for his outstanding
contributions to biocatalysis. He has 20 years experience in biocatalysis and protein engineering
[1]. This includes all methods for creating mutant libraries, developing high-throughput screening
systems, computer modelling, and application of enzymes in organic synthesis and related
disciplines. Using a 3DM database, produced by partner BioProdict it was possible to design
'small, but smart' mutant libraries, so that results were obtained much faster than otherwise would
have been the case [2]. This led to the identification of esterase variants with higher thermostability
[3] and higher enantioselectivity [4]. In another recent example [5], the Bornscheuer group
identified protein sequences of several so far unknown (R)-selective amine transaminases by
analysis of sequences deposited in public databases. The algorithm used excluded all known (R)or (S)-selective amino acid transaminases. From >5.000 sequences deposited in public databases,
only 20 sequences remained and it was then experimentally confirmed that all these proteins are
indeed (R)-selective amine transaminases. That identification of the desired enzymes within the
database had to be performed manually, as no bioinformatics tool was available, which made the
discovery time-consuming and hard to transfer to other enzyme classes.
Currently, the EMAUG group consists of 5 postdocs, 19 PhD students, 4 diploma students and 3
technicians. The following group members will be involved in this project:
Dr. Dominique Böttcher is a senior staff scientist with excellent background in protein engineering
and will be responsible for the detailed planning of the experiments. Sebastian Schätzle is a PhD
student working on transaminases, Maria Kadow & Stefan Saß are PhD students working on
Baeyer-Villiger monooxygenases and all will apply the bioinformatics tools for the engineering of
the enzymes under study. The scientists to be hired within this project will use the bioinformatic
analysis to plan the mutations for the biocatalysis experiments and support the experimental SMEs
with high-throughput screening facilities.
Finding better protein engineering strategies. R Kazlauskas, U Bornscheuer. Nature
Chem.Biol. 2009 5 526-529.
The α/β-hydrolase fold 3DM database (ABHDB) as a tool for protein engineering. R Kourist, H
Jochens, S Bartsch, R Kuipers, SK Padhi, M Gall, D Böttcher, H Joosten, U Bornscheuer.
ChemBioChem 2010 11 1635-1643.
Thermostabilization of an esterase by alignment-guided focused directed evolution. H
Jochens, D Aerts, U Bornscheuer. Prot. Eng. Des. Sel. 2010 23 903-909.
Natural diversity to guide focused directed evolution. H Jochens, U Bornscheuer.
ChemBioChem 2010 11 1861-1866.
Rational assignment of key motifs for function guides in silico enzyme identification. M
Höhne, S Schätzle, H Jochens, K Robins, U Bornscheuer. Nature Chem. Biol. 2010 6 807-813.
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Partner 3. Henk-Jan Joosten (BIOP); BioProdict BV; Wageningen, The Netherlands.
Bio-Prodict, a spin-off company of the Wageningen University, is specialized in bio-informatics
related services. Bio-Prodict will be responsible for the generation of protein engineering superfamily systems for the target proteins. Bio-Prodict will also train the partners that will be using the
super-family systems how the systems can be used to guide protein engineering (WP4).
Additionally, Bio-Prodict will validate the technical quality of the SSP (WP1) by designing and
implementing a full two-way connectivity between the SSP and their in-house hosted 3DM system.
The main focus of Bio-Prodict is data mining, storage and analysis of protein (super-family)
data. Bio-Prodict has developed 3DM, a software suite that can automatically generate superfamily specific databases designed to guide scientific research in the field of protein engineering,
drug design, and DNA-diagnostics. 3DM databases are custom made protein super-family
systems. These systems have proven to be powerful tools for the understanding of different protein
features and the prediction of effects of mutations. 3DM was applied to increase enzyme activity,
change enzyme specificity, increase thermostability, improve enantioselectivity (see refs). It was
shown that 3DM can be used to design “smart libraries” that contain a small number of clones but
with a high probability of positive results.
Bio-Prodict has extensive experience in designing complex software related to biological
problems, including multiple language program design, database design, website design, massive
data management, literature scanning, etc.
Dr. Henk-Jan Joosten. MSc in Organic chemistry and in bioinformatics. PhD in micro-biology. He
will be responsible for the communication between the Bio-Prodict programming staff and
NewProt, and for feedback to the SSP design team regarding the 3DM-SSP coupling. He will
supervise the production of 3DM systems for the experimental partners and will be responsible for
the training of the partners in usage of the 3DM databases.
Remko Kuipers. MSc in bioinformatics. Lead scientific programmer. He will be responsible for all
software development and maintenance of the 3DM systems.
Tom van den Bergh. MSc bioinformatics. He will be responsible for the generation and analysis of
the 3DM systems.
3DM: systematic analysis of heterogeneous superfamily data to discover protein
functionalities. R Kuipers, H Joosten, W v Berkel, N Leferink, E Rooijen, E Ittmann, F v
Zimmeren, H Jochens, U Bornscheuer, G Vriend, V dos Santos, P Schaap. Proteins 2010 78
2101-2113.
Correlated mutation analyses on super-family alignments reveal functionally important
residues. R Kuipers, H Joosten, E Verwiel, S Paans, J Akerboom, J vd Oost, N Leferink, W v
Berkel, G Vriend, P Schaap. PROTEINS 2009 76 608-616.
Identification of fungal oxaloacetate hydrolyase within the isocitrate lyase/PEP mutase
enzyme superfamily using a sequence marker-based method. H Joosten, Y Han, W Niu, J
Vervoort, D Dunaway-Mariano, P Schaap. PROTEINS 2008 70 157-166.
The alpha/beta-hydrolase fold 3DM database (ABHDB) as a tool for protein engineering. R
Kourist, H Jochens, S Bartsch, R Kuipers, S Padhi, M Gall, D Böttcher, H Joosten, U Bornscheuer.
Chembiochem. 2010 11 1635-1643.
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Partner 4. Ulf Menyes (ENZYM); Enzymicals AG; Greifswald, Germany.
Enzymicals AG was founded in August 2009 as a spin off from the University of Greifswald. This
start-up was set up by a team of scientists aiming to create a commercial platform for the
development, manufacturing, and utilization of innovative biocatalysts. The business model of this
biotech-company focuses on three segments: enzymes, chemicals, and solutions. The company
has 8 employees working in the segment of consumer specific solutions, has started a catalogue
business in the enzyme sector, and develops a fine chemicals business unit, which is in the pilotphase. Partner ENZYM will partake in the experimental validation activities (WP6) that will be
coordinated by partner EMAUG.
Most scientists working at Enzymicals performed research on a range of projects in the field
of white biotechnology and especially dealing with expression, design, and application of
biocatalysts. The young Enzymicals researchers all have interdisciplinary and complementary
backgrounds. With the start of a catalog business the company showed that it is able to quickly
transfer enzymes from the lab bench to the market and develop comprehensive marketing
concepts. Enzymicals has full access to state of the art equipment required for complex R&D
projects. In terms of enzyme portfolio, Enzymicals exclusively offers proprietary recombinant
isoenzymes of pig liver esterase and Baeyer-Villiger monooxygenases which are not covered by
any of their competitors. The company brings in excellent know-how in recombinant protein
expression and has all equipment for fermentation and down-stream processing at production
scale.
Dr. Ulf Menyes as the CEO of Enzymicals worked as an expert for chemical process development
in several start-up companies and has long experience in mission oriented research and
development for industrial applications.
Dr. Rainer Wardenga as chief scientific officer (CSO) is a biologist who obtained his Ph.D. in the
group of U Bornscheuer where he gained specific experience in the design of enzymes by the
application of bioinformatics tools. Rainer Wardenga will take care of the scientific communication,
the use of bioinformatics tools, and for the scheduling of experiments by the Enzymical post-docs
and technicians.
Isoformen der PLE, Deutsche Anmeldung. DE 10 2007 014 742, PCT: WO08/116745
Mikroorganismus zur Herstellung von rekombinanter Schweineleberesterase, DE 10 2006
031 600 A1, US 61/082,039; US 12/305,834
Rekombinante Schweineleberesterase, deren Verwendung sowie ein Verfahren zu deren
Herstellung. DE 100 61 864 A1, EP 134 390 2 A2; WO02/48322; USA: US 7,229, JP2002-550041
Enantioselektive Darstellung von aliphatischen azyklischen Estern und Ketonen, DEErteilung erfolgt am 05.03.2010, PCT-Anmeldung PCT/DE2007/001473, 20. August 2007,
Veröffentlichung WO 2008/022627 28. Februar 2008
Functional expression of porcine aminoacylase 1 in E. coli using a codon optimized
synthetic gene and molecular chaperones. Wardenga R. et al. Applied microbiology and
biotechnology, 2008 81 721-719.
Increasing the synthesis/hydrolysis ratio of aminoacylase 1 by site-directed mutagenesis.
Wardenga R. et al. Biochimie 2010 92 102-109.
Enantioselective kinetic resolution of 3-phenyl-2-ketones using Baeyer-Villiger
monooxygenases. Geitner, K. et al. Tetrahedron: Asymmetry 2007 18 892-895.
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Partner 5. Elmar Krieger (YAS); YASARA Biosciences GmbH; Vienna, Austria.
YASARA Biosciences distributes its YASARA software to industrial and academic researchers.
Founded in 2004, YASARA has grown steadily to become a feature-complete molecular modelling
and simulation program. It presently has more than 20000 registered users. While the starter
edition 'YASARA View' is free for anyone, three additional stages with advanced features
(YASARA Model, Dynamics and Structure) require an affordable license fee that finances the
company and thus YASARA development. Paying customers are located at universities and
pharmaceutical companies in every corner of the world, many of whom use YASARA as their
central molecular modelling platform. Partner YAS will be responsible for the 3D visualisation
aspects of WP5, and will coordinate this workpackage.
YASARA Biosciences GmbH is strongly interested to participate in the NewProt project for
scientific reasons that extend far beyond the simple benefits of expanding the YASARA user base
via the SSP. Our main scientific project is still the development of new and more accurate energy
functions for protein structure prediction (with CASP approval [4]), protein engineering, and drug
design. This includes new approaches to predict free energies (of protein folding or of ligand
binding), and these in silico predictions depend crucially on experimental measurements for
calibration. Lacking a wet lab, YASARA Biosciences GmbH would thus benefit heavily from access
to the (point mutation and other) data collected by the NewProt project.
Development of the YASARA program was started in 1993 by E Krieger, together with his study of
Molecular Biology at the University of Graz, Austria, and subsequently became the topic of his
master's thesis. In 2000, E Krieger moved to the CMBI as G Vriend's PhD student and spent four
years on “the last mile of the protein folding problem”, i.e. the development of new energy functions
that are accurate enough to improve approximate protein (homology-)models [1]. Previously, the
rule of thumb had been not to refine protein models by molecular dynamics simulation, since they
would move in the wrong direction, away from the real structure [2]. He also collaborated
extensively with scientists doing experimental research to apply the newly developed methods to
questions of practical interest [3] and has so far published over 30 peer-reviewed articles and book
chapters. The NewProt related work at YASARA Biosciences GmbH will be supervised by E
Krieger, and will largely be carried out by Dr. J van Meel, a physicist who obtained his PhD in 2009
from the Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics (AMOLF) in Amsterdam. Dr Van Meel has
broad experience in all of YASARA's core technologies.
Increasing the precision of comparative models with YASARA NOVA--a self-parameterizing
force field. Krieger E, Koraimann G, Vriend G. PROTEINS 2002 47 393-402.
Making optimal use of empirical energy functions: Force-field parameterization in crystal
space. Krieger E, Darden T, Nabuurs S, Finkelstein A, Vriend G. PROTEINS 2004 57 678-683
Mutations in the DJ-1 gene associated with autosomal recessive early-onset parkinsonism.
Bonifati V, Rizzu P, van Baren M, Schaap O, Breedveld G, Krieger E, Dekker M, Squitieri F, Ibanez
P, Joosse M, van Dongen J, Vanacore N, van Swieten J, Brice A, Meco G, van Duijn C, Oostra B,
Heutink P. Science 2003 299 256-259.
Improving physical realism, stereochemistry, and side-chain accuracy in homology
modeling: Four approaches that performed well in CASP8. Krieger E, Joo K, Lee J, Lee J,
Raman S, Thompson J, Tyka M, Baker D, Karplus K. PROTEINS 2009 77 Suppl 9: 114-122.
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Partner 6. Ian Archer (INGEN); Ingenza Ltd; Roslin, United Kingdom.
Ingenza Ltd. is a biocatalyst and bioprocess development company which became operational in
May 2003 and is now based in Roslin, near Edinburgh, UK. Ingenza applies state-of-the-art
biotechnology approaches to obtain novel biocatalysts, engineered microbial strains, and
integrated chemo-enzymatic processes, resulting in more cost effective and efficient molecule
manufacture in the fine chemical, pharmaceutical, biotech, and agrochemical industries. Partner
INGEN will partake in the experimental validation activities (WP6) that will be coordinated by
partner EMAUG.
Ingenza works with customers and partners to implement proprietary bioprocess
technologies and to improve existing processes. The company’s scientific and commercial
activities are led by a team with a 25 year background in applied biocatalysis and the development
and commercialisation of technology and products for the fine chemical, food, and pharmaceutical
industries. In addition to target specific licensing of its proprietary bioprocess technology, Ingenza
offers tailored biocatalysis solutions on a client specific basis. Currently the company employs 20
scientists in its facility at the Roslin BioCentre in Scotland.
Ian Archer will coordinate the communication between the Ingenza process engineers and
technicians on the one hand and the NewProt partners on the other.
Over the years, Ingenza has developed and commercialised a number of processes using
biocatalysts that was built, adapted, and improved in-house. Selected publications and patents:
Methods and Materials for Hypersecretion of Amino Acids 1994 U.S. Patent. No. 5,354672
Materials and methods for the production of D-phenylalanine. 2002 U.S. 6,358,714
Transaminase biotransformation process. 2002 US Patent 6,197,558
Method to increase the yield and improve purification of products from transaminase
reactions. I Fotheringham, N Oswald. 2008 US Patent 20080213845
Stereo-inversion of amino acids. I Archer, I Fotheringham, R Carr, S Arnold. 2008 US Patent
20080153137
Engineering of A Novel Biochemical Pathway for the Biosynthesis of L-2-aminobutyric Acid
in Escherichia coli K12. I Fotheringham, N Grinter, D Pantaleone, R Senkpeil, P Taylor. 1999
Bioorg. Med. Chem. 7 2209-2213.
Stepwise engineering of a Pichia pastoris -amino acid oxidase whole cell catalyst. S Abad, J
Nahalka, G Bergler, S Arnold, S Alison; R Speight, I Fotheringham, B Nidetzky, A Glieder.
Microbial Cell Factories 2010, 9.
Amine-boranes: effective reducing agents for the deracemisation of DL-aminoacids using Lamino acid oxidase from Proteus myxofaciens. F Alexandre, D Pantaleone, P Taylor, I
Fotheringham, D Ager, N Turner. 2002 Tetrahedron Letters 43 707-710.
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Partner 7. Luisa Pugliese (SAFAN); S.A.F.AN. BIOINFORMATICS; Turin, Italy.
In 2004 Luisa Pugliese founded S.A.F.AN. BIOINFORMATICS and since then she leads the
company, collaborating with some of the most important Italian pharmaceutical and biotech
companies e.g. Italfarmaco S.p.A., Recordati S.p.A., Dompé S.p.A and Bracco Imaging S.p.A. on
structural bioinformatics research projects. The mission of S.A.F.AN. BIOINFORMATICS is to help
her customers reducing their costs, supporting them in predicting possible side effects,
repositioning their drugs and designing more selective compounds. In this work the focus is on the
protein structure aspects that often include protein engineering components. Partner SAFAN will
use its consultancy expertise to aid the software partners with issues related to documentation,
and user interaction. These activities will relate to all WPs, but will focus on WP1, and WP3-5.
S.A.F.AN. BIOINFORMATICS wishes to participate in the NewProt project because it would
increase its visibility in Italy and in the rest of Europe and would thus help it approach a larger part
of the European bioinformatics market.
Following her Ph.D. in Protein Crstallography at the University of Pavia (Italy), L Pugliese
had two post-doctoral experiences in Brussels, Belgium and Marseille, France, where she worked
in the structural biology group of Shoshana Wodak and in the protein crystallography group of
Christian Cambillau. After her return to Italy she became structural biology group leader at the
Istituto per la Ricerca e la Cura del Cancro – Candiolo (Italy). Luisa Puglie has published about 20
publications mostly in the field of protein structure and bioinformatics. L Pugliese will coordinate
the participation in NewProt and will be responsible for the design of educational material and help
facilities, and she will participate as teacher in several of the courses.
Corrado Assalto graduated in biotechnology with good software skills and will be involved in the
project.
Missense mutations in the AFG3L2 proteolytic domain account for 1.5% of European
autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxias. Cagnoli C, Stevanin G, Brussino A, Barberis M, Mancini
C, Margolis R, Holmes S, Nobili M, Forlani S, Padovan S, Pappi P, Zaros C, Leber I, Ribai P,
Pugliese L, Assalto C, Brice A, Migone N, Dürr A, Brusco A. Hum Mutat 2010 31 1117-1124.
Feature Selection for Data Driven Prediction of Protein Model Quality. A Montuori, L Pugliese,
G Raimondo, E Pasero. 2006 International Joint Conference on Neural Networks.
Oxidative Bax dimerization promotes its translocation to mitochondria independently of
apoptosis. D'Alessio M, De Nicola M, Coppola S, Gualandi G, Pugliese L, Cerella C, Cristofanon
S, Civitareale P, Ciriolo M, Bergamaschi A, Magrini A, Ghibelli L. FASEB J. 2005 19 1504-1506.
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Partner 8. Peter Haase (FLUID); fluid Operations AG; Walldorf, Germany.
fluid Operations (fluidOps) is a software company founded in 2008, based in Walldorf, Germany.
fluidOps specializes in topics centred on Cloud Computing and Semantic Technologies as a basis
for intelligent information management solutions. fluidOps develops the Information Workbench, a
platform for the management of linked data and semantic applications in the cloud. fluidOps has
extensive experience in building information portals as well as provisioning virtualized workplaces
for various application domains, including the life sciences. In the NewProt project, partner FLUID
will build the SSP portal based on its Information Workbench and cloud management technologies.
FLUID will coordinate WP1 that fully deals with the SSP.
Through the participation in the NewProt project, fluidOps is planning to strengthen its
position in the Life Sciences vertical in general and Protein Engineering in particular, and to
establish business relationships with new partners and customers.
Dr. Peter Haase is working as a senior architect at fluidOps, where he is leading the
research and development activities at the interface of semantic technologies and cloud
computing. Previously, Peter was at the Institute of Applied Informatics and Formal Description
Methods (AIFB) at the University of Karlsruhe, where he obtained his PhD in 2006 and was
involved in numerous European projects. Before joining the AIFB, he worked in the Silicon Valley
Labs of IBM in the development of DB2. Peter Haase has published over 60 research papers at
international conferences and in journals. Publications relevant to NewProt include:
Bridging System Biology with semantic web technologies for biomedical knowledge
acquisition and hypothesis elicitation. T Mathäß, P Haase, H Kitano, L Toldo. SBML2SMW
Network Tools and Applications in Biology NETTAB–BBCC 2010.
Integrierte Informationsverwaltung für die Lebenswissenschaften mit der Information
Workbench. T Mathäß, P Haase. GI Jahrestagung 2010 726-733.
Semantic Technologies for Enterprise Cloud Management. P Haase, T Mathäß, M Schmidt, A
Eberhart, U Walther. International Semantic Web Conference 2010 98-113
Hermes: Data Web search on a pay-as-you-go integration infrastructure. T Tran, H Wang, P
Haase. Journal of Web Semantics 2009 7 189-203.
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Partner 9. Anna Karawajczyk (LEAD); Lead Pharma Holding BV ; Nijmegen, The
Netherlands.
Lead Pharma Holding BV was established on 7 Augustus 2007 as a spin-off company from the
Hubrecht Institute and the UMC Utrecht by 3 founders, Prof Pieter Doevendans head of the
cardiology department UMC Utrecht, Prof Leon de Windt, molecular cardiology university
Maastricht and Dr Ad van Gorp. Ad van Gorp worked at several companies like Janssen
Pharmaceuticals, Unilever research, Numico research, and Kiadis. Lead Pharma focuses on the
development of small(bio) molecules against ageing related diseases. In the process of identifying
small molecules LEAD uses computer modelling, protein structure determination techniques,
protein engineering, human disease models derived from organ specific stem cells and organic
synthesis. Partner LEAD will extensively use the SSP and will, supported by partner SAFAN, report
on a series of validation aspects. In WP1, LEAD will test the in-house applicability of the software,
with a specific view on biotechnology in a pharmacology environment. LEAD will also participate in
the experimental validation of WP6.
At the moment LEAD has 22 team members of which 11 hold a PhD and 11 are lab
technicians. LEAD does produce it own proteins and performs a lot of protein engineering and
mutational analysis. LEAD approaches this challenges by proteins that are produced using cloning
techniques. LEAD uses a technique in which it is relatively easy to switch to different species like
bacteria, eukaryotic cells of human, animals and yeast and viruses. In addition to that LEAD
produces proteins and peptides using automated peptide synthesis equipment.
LEAD is looking forward to improve its protein engineering and production processes using
the SSP software, and it will continuously communicate its results (occasionally anonymized) to the
NewProt partners, especially to partners 1 and 7.
Dr. Anna Karawajczyk is a computational chemist at Lead Pharma. She holds an MSc in chemistry
and PhD in computational chemistry. She will be responsible for all aspects of the collaboration
with NewProt, including reporting on the LeadPharma experiences with the SSP, suggestions for
improvements, and feed-back to SAFAN regarding documentation related topics.
Azole resistance profile of amino acid changes in Aspergillus fumigatus CYP51A based on
protein homology modeling. Snelders E, Karawajczyk A, Schaftenaar G, Verweij P, Melchers W.
Antimicrob Agents Chemother. 2010 54 2425-2430.
The non-gastric H,K-ATPase as a tool to study the ouabain-binding site in Na,K-ATPase. De
Pont J, Swarts H, Karawajczyk A, Schaftenaar G, Willems P, Koenderink J. Pflugers Arch. 2009
457 623-634.
Properties of flavonoids influencing the binding to bilitranslocase investigated by neural
network modelling. Karawajczyk A, Drgan V, Medic N, Oboh G, Passamonti S, Novic M.
Biochem. Pharmacol. 2007 73 308-320.
Isolation of targeting nanobodies against co-opted tumor vasculature. Roodink I, Franssen
M, Zuidscherwoude M, Verrijp K, van der Donk T, Raats J, Leenders WP. Lab Invest, 2010, 90(1):
61-67
Protein-liposome conjugates using cysteine-lipids and native chemical ligation. Reulen SW,
Brusselaars WW, Langereis S, Mulder WJ, Breurken M, Merkx M. Bioconjug Chem. 2007 18 590596
Collagen targeting using protein-functionalized micelles: the strength of multiple weak
interactions. Reulen SW, Dankers PY, Bomans PH, Meijer EW, Merkx M. J Am Chem Soc. 2009
Jun 3;131(21):7304-12
Efficient, chemoselective synthesis of immunomicelles using single-domain antibodies with
a C-terminal thioester. Reulen SW, van Baal I, Raats JM, Merkx M. BMC Biotechnol. 2009 Jul
20;9:66
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Partner 10. Zbynek Prokop (ENTIS); Enantis s.r.o.; Brno Czech republic.
The biotechnology company Enantis provides consulting and development services in the field of
enzyme technologies, protein engineering and bioinformatics for biomedical, environmental,
agrochemical and military-defence applications. The company is spin-off from the Masaryk
University, Brno, Czech Republic. The company also designs and implements protein engineering
related software that it aims at maturing to the extent that it can be added to its portfolio. Partner
ENTIS will exclusively work in WP1, where it will validate that the SSP results can be put to use in
improving its in-house software products.
Enatis' core activity is engineering of the haloalkane dehalogenase family (EC 3.8.1.5).
These enzymes are known to catalyze a hydrolytic dehalogenation reaction with wide range of
substrates and can be used for production of optically pure haloalkanes, haloalcohols, alcohols,
halopolyols and polyols using biocatalysis (Patent WO 2006/079295 A2; Angewandte Chemie, in
press, 2010) and for decontamination of warfare agent yperite (Patent WO 2006/128390 A1;
Nature Biotechnology 2007 25 1197). The company develops the bioinformatics tool for protein
engineering called Hotspot Wizard, which automatically identifies the functional residues for
engineering of catalytic properties of enzymes and estimates their mutability. Hotspot Wizard
integrates several bioinformatics databases (RCSB PDB, UniProt, PDBSWS, Catalytic Site Atlas
and nr NCBI) and computational tools (CASTp, CAVER, BLAST, CD-HIT, MUSCLE and
Rate4Site). Structural analyses are conducted to identify the residues that potentially come into
contact with the substrates or products. The mutability of individual amino acid residues is derived
from their conservation level. Hotspot Wizard assigns all functional residues with high mutability as
“hot spots”. Hotspot Wizard results, including the annotated structure, sequence and summary
tables of “hot spots”, functional residues, pockets and tunnels, can be interactively visualized in the
web browser or downloaded to a local computer.
Dr. Zbynek Prokop is a co-founder and CEO of Enantis. Dr. Prokop holds Ph.D. in Environmental
Chemistry from the Masaryk University, Czech Republic. His research expertise lies in enzyme
kinetics and protein engineering. Dr. Prokop has 15 years experience with academic research
projects and 5 years experience with contracted research projects.
Antonin Pavelka is a Ph.D. student at the Faculty of Informatics of Masaryk University. His
research interests lies at the interface of computer science and biochemistry. He has 5 years
experience with development of bioinformatics tools and is a co-author of the programs CAVER
and Hotspot Wizard.
Enantioselectivity of Dehalogenases and its Modulation by Surface Loop Engineering.
Prokop, Z., Sato, Y., Brezovsky, J., Mozga, T., Chaloupkova, R., Koudelakova, T., Jerabek, P.,
Stepankova, V., Natsume, R., Leeuwen, J. G. E., Janssen, D. B., Florian, J., Nagata, Y., Senda,
T., Damborsky, J. 2010 Haloalkane Angewandte Chemie International Edition 49: 6111-6115.
Hotspot Wizard: a Web Server for Identification of Hot Spots in Protein Engineering.
Pavelka, A., Chovancova, E., Damborsky, J. 2009 Nucleic Acids Research 37 W376-W383.
Computational Tools for Designing and Engineering Biocatalysts. Damborsky, J., Brezovsky,
J. 2009 Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 13 26-34.
Redesigning Dehalogenase Access Tunnels as a Strategy for Degrading an Anthropogenic
Substrate. Pavlova, M., Klvana, M., Chaloupkova, R., Banas, P., Otyepka, M., Wade, R., Nagata,
Y., Damborsky, J. 2009: Nature Chemical Biology 5 727-733.
CAVER: A New Tool to Explore Routes from Protein Clefts, Pockets and Cavities. Petrek, M.,
Otyepka, M., Banas, P., Kosinova, P., Koca, J., Damborsky, J. 2006: BMC Bioinformatics 7 316324.
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2.3

Consortium as a whole

Introduction
The NewProt consortium consists of ten partners that all have beautifully complementary roles,
and that have non-competing scientific goals and business models. Section 2.1 already showed
that the NewProt project can be optically divided into two halves that seem very different but
actually are inseparable: software, and experimental validation. The two academic groups (Vriend
and Bornscheuer) will be coordinating these two halves of the project and together they will
perform the scientific management and coordination of the entire NewProt project. Vriend will be
the overall coordinator who, thus, will be responsible (assisted by the CMBI manager P van
Woensel) for all reporting (financial and scientific) to the Commission. Vriend and Bornscheuer
both have extensive experience in coordinating (large) international projects.
The software partners
The coordinator, CMBI, has more than twenty years experience in the design and use of protein
engineering software. Vriend's WHAT IF package has received much attention and acclaim, and is
used in more than 1000 labs world-wide. This software will provide the bulk of the SSP protein
structure computational facilities. The CMBI's MRS software is widely used for the intelligent
extraction of database information; MRS will be the workhorse for all NewProt's database query
activities. The CMBI is renowned for the longevity of its software and databases. In a recent
(featured) article in the Nucl.Acid.Res. 2011 special volume on databases they described a series
of databases, some of which were maintained continuously since the first days of the internet.
They will maintain the SSP facility for free usage by researchers from academia and industry alike
for many years after the NewProt project ended. The CMBI has a strong focus on applied
bioinformatics and thus often relies on collaborations with experimental groups for the in-depth
dissemination of their software products.
fluidOps is an SME that is specialized in the design and implementation of workbenches,
portals, and information management solutions. They will design a website that will hold aspects of
a classical portal for structured information distribution, and aspects of a workbench that will allow
users to interactively use all protein engineering facilities. It is envisaged that fluidOps will design a
simple, easy to maintain portal system with built-in interactive workbench. The simple, yet
functional version will be maintained at and by the CMBI. It is also envisaged that fluidOps will after
(or already during) the NewProt project make the SSP one of the products for which it delivers its
consultancy services to industries with an interest in protein engineering. These advantages
provided by NewProt to fluidOps is a motivator to provide excellent work, also after the NewProt
project ended.
Multiple sequence alignments, and structure analysis and visualisation are the key in silico
molecular scientific components of modern day protein engineering. NewProt therefore recruited
two SMEs who excel in these two areas, respectively: BioProdict BV and YASARA GmbH. These
companies have already realized their mutual complementarity in early 2009 and have a
collaboration agreement in place for almost two years already.
BioProdict sells molecular class specific information systems for protein engineering
support. These systems deeply integrate very much available data regarding one class of
molecules and maps all information on a structure superposition based, and thus highly accurate
multiple sequence alignment. These information systems, called 3DMs, have proven powerful in
the prediction of mutations that alter the specificity and/or thermostability of proteins. Actually,
partner Bornscheuer is of the opinion that 3DM systems are presently the most powerful aid for the
rational design of mutant enzymes. BioProdict would benefit from a wide visibility of the values of
their 3DM systems. This visibility will be obtained by making a series of systems publicly available
and by providing the experimental partners with 3DM systems that they can use to guide their
experiments. The subsequent publications and the associated visibility at the SSP will provide
BioProdict the visibility it needs in the protein engineering community.
YASARA is one of the most widely distributed packages available today for molecular
modelling, molecular visualisation, drug design, protein engineering, etcetera. The business model
of YASARA GmbH is simple "sell cheap, but sell many". Consequently, YASARA GmbH benefits
much from a high visibility in many scientific fields. Their YASARA View subset of the full YASARA
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software is an excellent molecular visualiser for simple protein research and education. YASARA's
homology modelling software performed well in the 2008 and 2010 CASP world-wide homology
modelling competitions. YASARA has great visibility in the drug-design industry, but its visibility in
the protein engineering field can be improved. It is envisaged that the free distribution of YASARA
View to SSP users will in due time lead to a better penetration of the full-fledged YASARA in the
commercial protein engineering market. The expected extra sales in the protein engineering
market will motivate YASARA GmbH to keep providing YASARA View updates, also long after the
NewProt project ended.
Enantis develops the software tool for protein engineering called Hotspot Wizard. The tool
allows a protein engineers to prediction specific sites in the protein structure which are particularly
suitable for mutagenesis experiments. Hotspot Wizard requires the protein sequence as the only
input and is easy to use even by non-experts in the field of bioinformatics or molecular modelling.
Since making the tools available to the public in 2009, the software has been used by more than
500 users, many of them have been using the tool repeatedly. Enantis wants to use the NewProt
network to increase its international visibility and use the SSP facilities to increase the quality and
thus the value of their products.
SAC member T Schwede works at the Biozentrum in Basle Switzerland where he is the
head of the Protein Structure Bioinformatics group. This group is well known for products such as
SwissModel, Swiss PDBviewer, and the PMP protein modelling portal.
Experimental validation groups
Partner Bornscheuer has more than twenty years experience in experimental protein engineering
and has, lacking a facility like the SSP, neither shied away from the in-house use of protein
engineering related software, nor from intense collaborations with bioinformaticians in industry and
academia alike. Bornscheuer will actively participate in the use and experimental validation of the
SSP and will coordinate the experimental validation efforts of the SMEs Enzymicals and Ingenza.
Bornscheuer will also consult with Vriend on the coordination of the efforts of the partners SAFAN
and LeadPharma. Bornscheuer has a long-standing reputation as an innovator in enzyme
engineering. His group would greatly benefit from the actual use of the SSP, and his skills as a
protein engineer(ing group) will greatly contribute to the validation of the quality of the predictive
facilities offered through the SSP (which in turn will aid his protein engineering). This cyclical
process has been graphically depicted in section 1.3.
Ingenza applies state-of-the-art biotechnology approaches to obtain novel biocatalysts,
engineered microbial strains, and integrated chemo-enzymatic processes, resulting in more cost
effective and efficient molecule manufacture in the fine chemical, pharmaceutical, biotech, and
agrochemical industries. Ingenza works with customers and partners to implement proprietary
bioprocess technologies and to improve existing processes. The company’s scientific and
commercial activities are led by a team with a 25 year background in protein engineering.
Enzymicals is a spin-off from the Greifswald university. The Enzymicals business model
revolves around the production and sales of engineered high performance enzymes and especially
the chemicals they can be used to produce. Ingenza is a biotech company that applies state-ofthe-art biotechnology approaches to obtain novel biocatalysts, engineered microbial strains, and
integrated chemo-enzymatic processes, but they also work with customers to improve the
customer's processes. Both SMEs are very interested in access to software that can help them get
at their results faster and cheaper. They will incorporate the BIOP and SSP results in their daily
operations and keep good records of predictions, production, and final results. These records will
be discussed with the (software) partners so that the dry-and-wet protein engineering cycle
discussed in section 1.3 can be closed. This experimental validation of the software products is
crucial for the final success of NewProt. Enzymicals' and Ingenza's advantages due to participation
in NewProt lie in the access to the SSP, and in the access to the in silico protein engineers in
NewProt. These are aspects that will help them produce better products faster, which obviously
positively contributes to the achievement of the goals that come with their respective business
models.
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Summary table of company impact expected by the SME partners
BioProdict would benefit from a wide visibility of the values of their 3DM
systems. This visibility will be obtained by making a series of systems
publicly available and by providing the experimental partners with 3DM
systems that they can use to guide their experiments. The subsequent
publications and the associated visibility at the SSP will provide
BioProdict the visibility it needs in the protein engineering community.
Interested in access to software that can help them get at their results
4. Ulf Menyes
faster and cheaper. Enzymicals' and Ingenza's advantages due to
(ENZYM)
participation in NewProt lie in the access to the SSP, and in the access to
the in silico protein engineers in NewProt. These are aspects that will
help them produce better products faster, which obviously positively
contributes to the achievement of the goals that come with their
respective business models.
The business model of YASARA GmbH is simple "sell cheap, but sell
5. Elmar Krieger
many". Consequently, YASARA GmbH benefits much from a high
(YAS)
visibility in many scientific fields. It is envisaged that the free distribution
of YASARA View to SSP users will in due time lead to a better
penetration of the full-fledged YASARA in the commercial protein
engineering market.
Interested in access to software that can help them get at their results
6. Ian Archer
faster and cheaper. Enzymicals' and Ingenza's advantages due to
(INGEN)
participation in NewProt lie in the access to the SSP, and in the access to
the in silico protein engineers in NewProt. These are aspects that will
help them produce better products faster, which obviously positively
contributes to the achievement of the goals that come with their
respective business models.
SAFAN will benefit from its participation in NewProt in two ways. First, it
7. Luisa Pugliese
will broaden its scientific network and customer base through the visibility
(SAFAN)
on the SSP, in the articles, in the workshops, etcetera. Second, its perfect
access to the SSP, and its collaboration with the other NewProt partners
will broaden its scientific scope.
It is envisaged that fluidOps will make the SSP one of the products for
8. Peter Haase
which it delivers its consultancy services to industries with an interest in
(FLUID)
protein engineering.
9. Anna Karawajczyk LeadPharma will benefit from its participation in NewProt because it gets
early access to SSP facilities, access to NewProt scientists, and to
(LEAD)
NewProt courses and workshops for its staff.
Enantis wants to use the NewProt network to increase its international
10. Zbynek Prokop
visibility and use the SSP facilities to increase the quality and thus the
(ENTIS)
value of their products.

3. Henk-Jan Joosten
(BIOP)

Interface to pharmaceutical industry
Protein engineering is done in companies that run from SMEs to multi-nationals. Two multi-national
companies with a big stake in protein engineering, Novozymes (Torben Borchert) and DSM (Jan
Metske van de Laan), are members of the scientific advisory committee on NewProt. However,
despite the massive protein engineering efforts of these and other life science related companies, it
is likely that most protein engineering world-wide, in terms of sheer numbers of mutation
experiments, actually are performed in pharmaceutical industries. Obviously, it is easier to
disseminate protein engineering facilities in a protein engineering community than in other
research communities such as the area of drug design. Consequently, NewProt has attracted
SAFAN because SAFAN has extensive experience with protein engineering consultancy in
pharmaceutical industries. SAFAN will use its experience in this field and aid the NewProt partners
and work on NewProt's documentation, help facilities, tutorials, etcetera. SAFAN will also provide
teaching/teacher capacity for the NewProt courses and workshops. SAFAN will benefit from its
participation in NewProt in two ways. First, it will broaden its scientific network and customer base
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through the visibility on the SSP, in the articles, in the workshops, etcetera. Second, its perfect
access to the SSP, and its collaboration with the other NewProt partners will broaden its scientific
scope.
LeadPharma is a fast growing SME in the (bio-)pharmaceutical area. LeadPharma has
twenty scientific staff (that will at least double in 2011), seven of whom routinely perform protein
engineering tasks in a drug design environment. LeadPharma will be NewProt's partner who, in
close collaboration with SAFAN, will provide the (other) NewProt partners with feedback from a
pharmaceutical perspective. LeadPharma will frequently produce SSP 'consumer reports', will
provide teaching/teacher capacity for the NewProt courses and workshops, and will actively
participate in communication with both the software designers, the experimental validation groups,
and with SAFAN. LeadPharma will benefit from its participation in NewProt because it gets early
access to SSP facilities, access to NewProt scientists, and to NewProt courses and workshops for
its staff.
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2.4

Resources to be committed

The NewProt proposal consists entirely of core activities of the academic and industrial
participants. Obviously, all partners have all major hardware and other infra-structure already in
place to perform these core activities, and NewProt thus does not foresee any need to invest in
hardware. Both academic partners request two people personnel for four years. The salary costs,
augmented with overhead, travel money, etcetera, are detailed elsewhere in this proposal. The
budgets for the experimental partners includes money for chemicals and other daily lab costs. The
industrial partners request between 25 and 225 K each for the four year period. These sums are
commensurate with their contribution to the project, and in line with the EU rules and regulations.
table 2.2 lists the sums requested by each partner.
Radboud University Nijmegen

2 PhD students for 4 years + part time manager + travel
money for SAC and non-partners + dissemination costs
1 PhD 3 year+ 1 post-doc 4 year + consumables

596

Ernst-Moritz-Arndt663
Universitaet Greifswald
BioProdict BV
3DM information systems + 0.25 programmer
175
Enzymicals AG
0.5 post-doc + supervison + consumables
200
Yasara Biosciences GmbH
0.25 senior programmer
75
Ingenza Ltd
0.5 post-doc + supervision + consumables
200
S.A.F.AN Bioinformatics
0.25 post-doc
50
fluid Operations AG
0.5 senior programmer + supervision
225
LeadPharma
Part-time senior researcher
25
Enantis sro
0.25 programmer
50
Total
2259
Table 2.2. Coarse overview of requested funds. Section A3 provides a very detailed overview.
44% of the funds are allocated to SMEs.
As NewProt is a core activity for all partners, the true efforts in terms of invested human resources
will be considerably larger than suggested by the requested EU contribution. The academic
partners, CMBI and EMAUG, both are large groups with many staff devoted to protein engineering
research. All software-related SME partners will have great benefits from the visibility and the
access to NewProt software and validation results. These will be motivators to invest considerable
effort in the NewProt collaboration. The partners involved in experimental validation will dedicate
staff to the NewProt project as indicated in the workpackage descriptions, but as they will,
obviously use the SSP software for projects by many more of their staff, the validation results of
many more than the listed staff will feed back into the NewProt project.
The coordinator’ budget includes 50 K Euro that will be used for a series of management and
dissemination purposes:
• Salary of the project manager (P van Woensel)
• Pay for travel and subsistence for the SAC members when they participate in NewProt
meetings
• Pay for travel and related costs for scientists from European academia and SMEs who want to
get access to, or participate in, the design and implementation of the SSP.
• Pay for additional dissemination activities such as organizing a workshop in a big international
conference.
All NewProt-wide management tasks will be coordinated by the CMBI, and most of these tasks will
also be performed by the CMBI’s PMO that consists of G Vriend (coordinator), P v Woensel
(manager), and B v Kampen (office manager). Only the salary of P v Woensel needs to be paid
from NewProt funds.
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Most money will be spent on the salaries of the PhD students, post-docs, and programmers who
will be performing the R&D activities. The budget sheets in section A3.1 indicate that the partners
also request ‘other direct costs’. These are summarized in table 2.2a.
Partner

other
purpose
direct
costs
CMBI
76
Coordination, travel, workshops, consortium meetings, computer hardware
EMAUG
76
Chemicals, travel, workshops, consortium meetings
BIOP
5
Travel
ENZYM
30
Travel, chemicals
YAS
5
Travel
INGEN
30
Travel, chemicals
SAFAN
5
Travel
Lead
5
Travel
ENTIS
5
Travel
Table 2.2a. Summary of ‘ other direct cost’ usage.
Each partner has reserved 5K for travel to consortium meetings and for exchange of R&D
personnel. It is the intention to have WP-meetings, bi-lateral scientific exchange meetings, etc.,
together with the 12-monthly consortium meetings.
The 76K each requested by CMBI and EMAUG includes funds (up to 15 K in case of the CMBI) for
the workshops they will organize. The CMBI’s 76K includes money to be used by partner SAFAN if
their travel budget might be insufficient.
All partners have agreed that additional dissemination costs, such as publication costs, visits to
(international) conferences, etc., will be paid from their ‘other direct costs’ and from the overhead
money that flows back into the normal institutional budget.
Subcontracting
Subcontracting is in generally not foreseen, except for the accountancy activities of partner
EMAUG for 3K . (The attestation of financial statements of the CMBI will be done by ‘in house’
consultant/accounting staff. The other partners fall all below the 350K limit. Costs are added in
Management - Personnel Costs).
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3.

Impact

3.1

Expected impacts listed in the work programme

The call context
There is a perfect match between the topics and objectives addressed by the call and the goals of
the NewProt project. Additionally, a large number of other calls in the work programme will benefit
greatly from the NewProt technological results. Below, we list the expected impacts that are
mentioned in the work programme of the call in conjunction with the activities undertaken in
NewProt to address them.
Strengthening the knowledge base and developing advanced technologies for terrestrial or marine
bio-mass production for applications in industrial processes and in energy production. This will
include plant, animal and microbial genomics and metabolomics to improve the productivity and
composition of raw materials and bio-mass feedstocks for optimised conversion to high addedvalue products including biological resources utilisable in pharmaceutical industry and medicine,
while exploiting natural or enhanced terrestrial and aquatic organisms as novel sources. This will
fully incorporate life cycle analysis of bio-mass production practices, transportation, and storage
and market deployment of bio-products.
Novel technologies and new trends in biotechnology will be instrumental for the rational
advancement of the KBBE. Yet, not all future trends in enabling technologies and interdisciplinary
research can be foreseen. However the potentials of e.g. meta-genomics, bioinformatics, systems
biology, virtual cell, synthetic biology, and nano-biotechnology have become rather concrete.
These and other fields deserve appropriate measures in terms of research and development to
facilitate effective transfer and implementation into industrial applications.
Increasing the accessibility, usability and predictive capacities of bioinformatics tools for
biotechnology applications
Table 3.1. Expected impacts as listed in the document: WORK PROGRAMME 2011;
COOPERATION; THEME 2; FOOD, AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES, AND BIOTECHNOLOGY.
Top: section 1 of the call-wide expected impacts. Middle: Expected impact listed for area 2.3.6.
Goals of the KBBE.2011.3.6-01 call to which NewProt is directed.
NewProt's main goal is to produce well-integrated, easily-accessible protein engineering software
that has improved predictive capabilities, and this software should be beneficial for academic and
industrial researchers alike, but with a focus on SMEs. We feel that these goals exactly match the
KBBE.2011.3.6-01 call. Ten groups, two from academia and eight SMEs, have joined to form the
NewProt consortium. The consortium members were carefully selected to achieve the goal(s)
optimally. It is especially worth noting that all of the SME partners have business models that
would benefit from the widest possible, free accessibility of the software and database products.
Impact on related calls
The impact of NewProt on Europe will be multi-dimensional and will be felt by the SMEs and
academic researchers who participate in NewProt, but also by SMEs (and larger industries) and
academic researchers who do not participate. The final product, the SSP portal with embedded
interactive workbench, will combine a large number of computer programs and databases that are
relevant to protein engineering and chemical biology in general. The SSP will become a self
service portal for protein engineering that in itself will be directly applicable in a large number of
FP7 calls (prominently for synthetic biology projects KBBE.2011.3.6-03, and KBBE.2011.3.6-04;
but also projects related to biomass and biowaste such as KBBE.2011.4-05 or KBBE.2011.3.1-02;
to biocatalysis and metabolic engineering such as KBBE.2011.4-02, KBBE.2011.4-03; to
biotechnology such as KBBE.2011.4-01, KBBE.2011.4-0. Many other projects in fields related to
functional foods, nutrition and food research, sustainability, pest-control, etcetera, might benefit
from use of the SSP too). Figure 3.1 schematically illustrates the whole NewProt project and
indicates a few of the call-areas where NewProt is likely to have a big impact.
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Figure 3.1. The SSP
portal is designed,
implemented,
and
validated at the left
side by the NewProt
workpackages. The
portal can be used
by many research
areas (industry and
academia alike) in
fields targeted by
(but not limited to)
the FP7-KBBE-20115
call
by
the
Commission.

European added value
NewProt provides a unique chance for European science to build on its strengths in biocatalysis,
metabolic engineering, engineering renewable chemicals, and synthetic biology. All these target
areas of the "WORK PROGRAMME 2011; COOPERATION; THEME 2; FOOD, AGRICULTURE
AND FISHERIES, AND BIOTECHNOLOGY” make intensive use of protein engineering technology
and will thus benefit from free, easy access to protein engineering related software with a validated
high predictive quality. The added scientific value of NewProt will lie in the protein engineering
directed curation of the underlying databases, the deep integration of existing and new software
products, and in the use of modern IT to provide user-friendly access.
Through the development, improvement, and intelligent use of innovative technologies and
use of powerful information technology NewProt will provide an immediate boost to the research
performed by European research teams. The NewProt products will be made available through a
portal with an embedded interactive workbench that will find immediate applications within the
participating academic groups and SMEs, and soon after also throughout Europe. Thus, the
combined scientific and technological innovations of NewProt will reach beyond its boundaries (see
Figure 3.1) and provide opportunities for cooperation and dialog with other scientists and
companies in Europe, strengthening the position of the European research community in an
economically important and scientifically exciting domain.
Impact on European SMEs
European scientists, academic and industrial alike, will benefit from the NewProt activities and
results. This impact will be of crucial importance to both biotechnology directed SMEs and SMEs
who work in the area of biotechnological software design and/or consultancy. Biotechnology
directed SMEs normally cannot create the required in-house critical mass to produce an optimal
bioinformatics environment. NewProt will provide all European SME (so not only the NewProt
partners) free access to either the hosted SSP, or to an easy to install in-house copy of it, which
will greatly improve their in-house bioinformatics research possibilities. All European SMEs that
work in the area of biotechnology consultancy (many small consultancy companies exist in the
pharmacology field) can get access to better tools to work with. European SMEs that design
software in the biotechnology area get the opportunity to either couple the SSP to their products,
use the SSP results in their products, or use the SSP to disseminate their products (this applies to
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most European SMEs, not only Newprot partners). Independent of which of the three ways of SSP
usage/interaction they select, the value of their products will increase.
The CMBI has a long-standing collaboration with the EBI. In this collaboration the CMBI has, in the
context of other EU projects, and a titre personnel, organized and participated in workshops for
(European) SMEs. These activities will continue during the NewProt grant period.
Benefiting from the European approach
The successful design and implementation of a coherent set of fully interoperable databases and
software packages in an interactive web-based workbench requires a series of combined skills that
are hard to find in any single one European country. Indeed, this seems even difficult in large
countries like the USA or Japan. From reading the call it seems straightforward to come up with a
plan, but to do it well NewProt needs to bring together internet technology scientists with
experience in the life sciences, database technology scientists with experience in the life sciences
and in portal technology, experimental groups that extensively use bioinformatics software to
prepare, execute and optimize their biotechnology experiments, pharmacology scientists with
experience in biotechnology, just to name a few. The challenge to bring together the NewProt team
could only be met at a European scale. The groups participating in NewProt all provide
complementary technical and scientific skills required for innovative advances in the field of in silico
biotechnology. Working in this cooperative approach with a clear focus on the production of a
portal with an embedded workbench will enable European scientists and biotechnology industry to
achieve a leading position in this field of research. The importance of this integrated European
effort goes beyond the scientific excellence that we pursue. Our research will significantly enhance
the possibilities for protein engineering in fields like metabolic engineering, synthetic biology,
biocatalysis, or synthetic biology.
European value
The small geopolitical map inserted below probably indicates best how this project will have an
impact on Europe.
Map of Europe. The black circles indicate
(approximately) the home-bases of the
partners and the board members.
NewProt has partners and board-members
in nine European countries.
The two largest European protein related
biotech companies (Novozymes and DSM)
are involved in NewProt, and have happily
volunteered to let their heads of protein
engineering participate in the NewProt
board.
The nice spread over Europe, combined
with the high national visibility of the
NewProt
partners
guarantees
easy
dissemination of Newprot results over
Europe. We will discuss at the starting
Newprot meeting if we can invite Luis
Serrano (Barcelone) and Vincent Eijsink (Ås; near Oslo) to become (associate/additional) advisory
board members to further broaden the European scope. Luis and Vincent are the leading protein
engineers in their respective countries.
Opportunities for training of (young) scientists
The NewProt project will offer the opportunity to scientists (both senior and at the level of Master
student, Ph.D. students and post-doc) to participate in workshops or conferences either. The
NewProt web-site (the SSP) will contain extensive documentation, but also (interactive) course
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material for E-learning. This dissemination and sharing of knowledge and technical expertise is
certainly one strong advantage of the NewProt project .

3.2

Dissemination and/or exploitation of project results, and management of intellectual
property

Introduction
The dissemination plan of NewProt contains a series of lines of activities that are summarized in
figure 3.2 and detailed in the subsequent paragraphs.
Figure 3.2. Categories of
NewProt dissemination
activities.

Publications
Publications in peer-reviewed journals are the common medium for disseminating academic
research. With 200 publications (most on protein engineering in the wider sense) each, the two
academic professors have proven their skills in this respect, and they will continue publishing
prolifically. Publications will be produced related to a) Design, implementation and usage of the
portal; b) Test-cases worked out by the partners using the software/portal; c) Description of
(applications of) the underlying individual software products; d) Overview articles like an article for
the NAR special volume on web-servers. The partners aim at a minimum of ten articles published
or accepted for publication before the official end of the project.
Reaching out to specific communities
We will produce (and place prominently on the SSP) a series of texts that are aimed at the general
public, bioinformaticians, wet lab protein engineers, industry, students, journalists, and policy
makers. The FP6 NoE EMBRACE successfully used this formula (http://www.embracegrid.info/)
and a similar approach will be used for the NewProt project. The CMBI houses NBIC, the Dutch
national bioinformatics organisation. NBIC functions in the Netherlands similar to SIB in
Switzerland, or the EBI for Europe. The NBIC outreach office also aids the dissemination activities
of its associated scientists in projects in which the NBIC contribution is minimal. Some of the CMBI
matching personnel is paid by NBIC, so that they will be interested to aid with dissemination
activities like press releases.
(Inter-)national meetings
Many of the NewProt partners are used to frequently visit (inter-)national meetings. Some of the
SME partners entirely rely on meetings to find customers for their products. Partner EMAUG has in
the past organized a conference in Greifswald entitled "Protein Design and Evolution for
Biocatalysis" and plans to organize such a meeting again within this EU project with special focus
on bioinformatics in protein engineering. A few conference visits are planned already but most
conferences are not planned far enough ahead to allow us to already list them here. Partners
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CMBI and YASARA will visit the ISMB/ECCB conference in 2013 (to be determined location in
Europe) and in 2015 (to be determined location in North America). Partner CMBI will visit the
ECCB conference organized by advisory board member Schwede in 2012 in Basel. Partner BIOP
visits 5-10 conferences per year as that is their modus-operandi for obtaining customers. They will,
of course, display the value of the SSP portal at every possible opportunity.
Longevity
The CMBI has a long-standing tradition in keeping products alive till long after their initiating
projects (see, for example, A series of PDB related databases for everyday needs. R Joosten, T te
Beek, E Krieger, M Hekkelman, R Hooft, R Schneider, C Sander, G Vriend. Nucl. Acid. Res. 2011
39 D411-419). Some of the projects described in this article were initiated in the EU's third and
fourth frameworks.
It is envisaged that the SSP will similarly be maintained long after the NewProt project
ended. The software and databases that will be incorporated in the SSP will be selected/designed
with longevity in mind as one of the requirements.
Courses and workshops
The CMBI has a long tradition in teaching the bioinformatics of protein engineering in a selective
bachelor course for chemistry and molecular life sciences students. This one month course has
always been open for external students and researchers, and indeed we commonly have a few
non-Radboud university participants. In the framework of the NewProt project we will strongly
emphasize this possibility.
The CMBI will set-up a two-day workshop 'Using bioinformatics tools in protein
engineering'. This workshop will be organized at least once per year, starting in the second year of
the NewProt project. The main aim of this workshop is to augment the help pages on the SSP with
hands-on exercises. The whole course, including teacher notes, etc., will be made freely available
through the SSP and the CMBI educational pages (http://swift.cmbi.ru.nl/teach/).
Partner EMAUG organized courses (lectures and experiments) on protein engineering in
Lithuania and more recently in Greifswald. EMAUG will present this course again in 2012 (and
perhaps again in 2014) with the inclusion of more bioinformatics aspects.
Many of the SME partners have indicated willingness to participate in the academic
educational activities as teacher, but they have also requested that some of their personnel can
participate as pupils.
We will organize joint meetings with the other two approved projects in the same
programme. A joint meeting in Cambridge mid-2013 has been decided on. Further joint initiatives
will be worked out.
Patents
All experimental results acquired within NewProt will be verified for possible patent application by
the partners with the SMEs as leading partners. All SMEs and EMAUG have already filed several
patents in the past. Detailed IP issues will be negotiated between the inventors including specific
rules applying to Universities and SMEs.
International interactions
Partner CMBI has a series of formal and informal collaborations with the EBI, and visits the EBI
four till six times per year. These contacts will be used to ensure that many opportunities to place
the NewProt project in a wider context will become known to the NewProt project (for example
through the EBI's industry / SME programmes). Access to the EBI's network of European
bioinformaticians, academic and industrial alike, will certainly widen the NewProt dissemination
options.
E-learning
Partner CMBI has recently started a series of E-learning activities and has obtained the hardware
and software required to set-up truly multi-media E-learning courses. These facilities will be made
available to the NewProt project partners.
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Intellectual property issues
Intellectual property issues are a confusing topic in the field of bioinformatics. Bioinformaticians are
continuously pushed and pulled by granting agencies and local TTOs to either make all their
products open source, or to protect their results and try to earn money with it (for their institutes).
The NewProt partners have decided that the software SMEs will only bring in software products
that will either be open source, or freely distributable (also beyond the duration of the NewProt
project). The CMBI software products (including the subset of WHAT IF options that deal with
protein engineering relevant concepts) will all be made either open source or freely distributable.
The SME participants will benefit from the collaboration with academic and other SME
partners, from contacts with the advisory board members that are senior scientists in multi-national
protein engineering companies, from early access to the SSP facilities, and from the goodwill that
will result from participation in NewProt.
All partners will sign a universal NewProt-wide secrecy agreement that protects the IP of all
NewProt partners. Simply speaking, the IP will stay with the inventor. For all software and
databases the project clearly describes which products will be made open source components of
the SSP and which products will remain sole property of the owner.
At the experimental side all rights on any experimental product will remain with the
producer of that product. One of the first activities in the NewProt project will be to decide which
SME will work on which (different) class of molecules. As all SME partners have large portfolios of
projects that include protein engineering, it will not be difficult to find classes of molecules they can
work on without any possibility of IP-related clashes. A quick evaluation of these topics by the
coordinator made clear that no problems in terms of target overlap between the experimental
partners is to be expected. (Actually, this knowledge was part of the experimental SME partner
recruitment procedure).
The primary goal of the experimental validation is improving the predictive capabilities of
the SSP. Publishing the results of the experimental validation is highly desirable, but will be
secondary to the IP positions of the partners who perform(ed) the experiments.
IP on software is very difficult to obtain. The partner SMEs that have software, databases,
etc., as product do not need to protect their products with patents and copyrights because their
business model is based on added intellectual value. Nevertheless, if software IP possibilities are
encountered, the simple principle that the designer of the software obtains the IP will remain the
guiding principle.
One of the first activities in the NewProt project will be that the TTOs of the academic
partners will collaborate with the legal offices / advisors of the SMEs (who have access to such
facilities) to draw a contract that makes the IP concepts described here legally binding.
In individual cases IP issues might need discussing. The project manager (P van Woensel)
will in such cases coordinate these activities (with the aforementioned TTOs and legal experts)
using as guiding principles that:
•
The academic partners want publications and the industrial partners want IP;
•
The IP stays with the inventor.
Exploitation
The exploitation plans of all NewProt partners are different. However, all partners have clear ideas
for the dissemination of the NewProt results, and these plans neither clash nor compete.
The CMBI wants to see its software used and it wants to get access to collaborations that
allow it to experimentally validate (and thus improve) its protein engineering related software and
databases.
The University of Greifswald is interested in strengthening its enzyme engineering
capabilities. For this purpose it wants to enter collaborations with bioinformaticians that can help
improve its protein engineering capabilities.
In a way, the CMBI and the university of Greifswald are completely complementary, they
both want access to the other's skills and products to improve its own capabilities and capacities.
BioProdict is interested in a series of exploitation aspects. First, they want visibility for their
3DM information systems via the SSP success stories, and especially when published in peerreviewed journals, will increase their visibility and thus their changes to sell 3DM systems in the
protein engineering market. Second they want to get feed-back on their 3DM systems. The
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NewProt partners will critically review the 3DM content and GUI and report back to BioProdict. And
third, good interactions between the 3DM systems and the SSP facilities will enhance the value of
3DM systems in the protein engineering community.
Enzymicals and Ingenza have similar scientific goals, albeit that their target molecules and
their engineering strategies differ greatly. These two SMEs will use the NewProt network and
products to strengthen their design and production processes of biocatalysts and chemicals
(accessible using these biocatalysts). A major difference are the enzyme classes used by
Enzymicals and Ingenza to be subjected to protein engineering within NewProt; consequently there
is no competition in that respect.
YASARA GmbH will exploit the NewProt project through its heightened visibility in the
protein engineering market; a market it hasn't penetrated well, despite that YASARA is an ideal
product for it.
fluidOps will use the network of NewProt partners to strengthen its position in the Life
Sciences vertical in general and Protein Engineering in particular. Further, it is planning to offer
value-added services on top of the SSP portal.
SAFAN will exploit its access to the NewProt project partners, its visibility through
participation in the SSP, and its actual early access to the SSP, to deepen its penetration in
consultancy in especially the protein engineering departments of pharmaceutical industries.
LeadPharma will exploit the NewProt results through improved protein engineering skills in
its in-house research. For this purpose access to the NewProt partners and early access to the
SSP are important.
The visibility of the Hotspot Wizard developed by Enantis will be greatly improved by the
possibility to use NewProt’s SSP. On the other hand, the consortium will benefit from the
experience gained by Enantis during integration of the SSP to Enantis’ software.

Dissemination Deliverable Summary
NewProt will report on its dissemination activities at each official reporting period. We will
summarize the foreseen dissemination activities below. It must be kept in mind that certain
activities (seminars at international conferences; articles submitted; patents filed; etc) cannot be
predicted well, but as these are core activities of the partners, I feel confident that results will be
obtained.
Month 18
4 articles submitted that mention NewProt
Portal ready and containing dissemination facilities for a series of target audiences
2 international workshops organized
NewProt partners have been present at 5 international workshops / conferences
Month 30
2 more articles submitted that mention NewProt
eLearning facilities available through the portal
1 more international workshop organized
NewProt partners have been present at 3 more international workshops / conferences

Month 48
5 more articles submitted that mention NewProt
10 patents filed
2 more international workshops organized
NewProt partners have been present at 8 more international workshops / conferences
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4.

Ethics Issues

The NewProt project positively contributes to a series of ethically desirable topics. The use of
(bio)informatics in the design of mutation experiments will reduce the number of experiments
needed to achieve the scientific goals. This obviously contributes to the European competitiveness,
in the context of ethical considerations it must be noted that a reduction in the number of
experiments will also lead to reduces environmental stress, and in some cases also to a reduction
in the use of test animals.
The experimental partners (EMAUG, ENZYM, INGEN) use only genetically engineered
microorganisms such as yeast or bacteria at the S1 level (GRAS status, risk group 1). The
laboratories used fulfil the national requirements for experimental work at the S1 level. Hence, all
work carried out under NewProt will be free of any ethical issues.

5.

Consideration of gender aspects

The academic partners both work for institutes that actively stimulate gender equality, especially in
leadership roles. The CMBI (including NBIC staff) workforce has a 2:1 male:female ratio, and this
is exceptional for an informatics-based department. Clearly the Radboud University’s gender
equality activities are paying off.
EMAUG has an active gender policy, which also includes an "Institute for Gender studies"
Several measures are undertaken at EMAUG to promote the hiring of female scientists including a
special stipend (Käthe Kluth Stipendium). At the Bornscheuer group, the ratio male:female is
approx. 1:1.
In the framework of the NewProt project the academic partners will continue to work on this
topic along the successful lines of the past.
Since 2006 the CMBI organizes and executes NBIC's bioinformatics in the classroom
courses at Dutch high schools (http://www.bioinformaticaindeklas.nl/en/). The concept of this
activity is that Radboud university master students who followed the CMBI bachelor courses in
bioinformatics visit high schools (at the level where the pupils are 16-17 years old) and teach a
(fake) Crime Scene Investigator class in which the students have to solve a crime using
bioinformatics tools. These practical courses consist of an hour preparation and an hour
summarizing the results under supervision of the high school teacher, and three hours computer
practical (the CMBI students bring a complete network of portables and servers to the school). All
material has recently been translated in German and English. These practical courses take place
twice a week at a different high school and recently it was celebrated that the 5000-th high school
pupils successfully 'solved a crime'. These practical courses are mainly taught by female masterstudents, and the high school pupils obligatory follow the lessons so that the male:female ratio of
pupils on average is 1:1. We will offer NBIC to help them produce a protein engineering high
school practical in which the pupils will solve a societal problem by protein engineering means.
This practical will immediately be made multi lingual.
It should be stated very explicitly that the activities that aim at a better gender balance will not
become a burden for the female NewProt staff to be hired. All activities listed above will be
performed by existing academic staff of the two academic NewProt partners.
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